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SURVEY OF ACHIEVEW~NTS IN 1947

by D. M~ Wilkes

UCRL-14 '
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tntroduction

The year 1947 has witnessed tho dawn of a now ora of atomic science,
a flowering of fundamental knowiedge of the nature of mntter Which appears
to be unsurpassed even by that period of the 1930's which led to the age of
plutonium.

A great new cyclotron, an atom-smasher ten times more powerful thon
the one which brought plutonium into the world, has carried mankind over
a new horizon of SUb-atomic space. It has brotigllt scientists at last to'
grips with the infinitely smnll and rapid forces, until now beyond reach,
which oporate Within the incredibly tiny distances of nucloar space.

On the new energy frontier created b1 the'giant mnchine~ new laws'
govern nuclear ropbtions. Methods aro at hand; heretofore Uhavnilnble,
Which permit thcmcasuremont and deternunation of the nat~ro of SUb-atomiC
forces. Under ultra-high energy bombardment, the nucleus presents a
different appo~ronce frOID the hucleus of Bohr and Rutherford, the nucleus
of atomic energy fission.

The new uxploration of the atom has been sponsored by the Atomic
Energy Commission with tho giahu, new 4000-ton cyclotron in the R~diation
Lab,orntory of tho University of California. This is the third major
machine built by the Director of the Laboratory and inventor oftha
cyclotron~ Professor Ernest o. L~wrence~

VVhothor the new knOWledge will be of immediate practical consequence
cannot now be predicted. Nor could Professor Lawrcnco predict, whon in
1934 he established a now atomic energy range for that day with his
first cyclotron, that the fundamental knowledge he pursued would be
cl~ed with the discovory of plutonium. YVhat can be predicted is this:
without the now basic knowlvdge, practical atomic developments of tho
futuro would be limitod to the applicability of the fundamental '
information which made possible the initial release of atomic energy.
In short" tho nationl's atomic potential has been greatly expanded.

These investigl1tions of the nature of the atom by no moans tell
the whole story of the broad research program which the Commission
sponsored during the past year at the Radiation Laboratory. The discovery
of 100 or morc artificially radioactive clements has beon brought Within
reach. The synthetic clement 96" curium, has been isolated for the
first time. Fission in five clements below the radioactive serioshas
been achieved. A method has boon dovised for'decontaminating the
"hot ships" IIlL\de radioactive at Bikini Lagoon. In biological research"
the metabolic studios fundamental to any eventual practical method of ;
treating or mitigating the effects of radiation poisoning have boon, dono,
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and n foundation has been laid in devising tests for the early detection
of radiation damage and for the eventual restoration of damaged tissue •.
Tho year has brought greater understnnding, through the use of radioactive
carbon, of photosynthesis, the process whereby plants produce the world1s
food. The synthesis with radioactive carbon of 50 organic compounds,
invaluable in spying out now information about disease,'in solving
innumerable agricultural and other scientific problems, has boon accomplished.
And these are only a fow of tho high spots.

Possibly of even greater importanco than any of these achievements has
been the training of young scientists. The nation has a great deficit in
atomic manpower. Tho University of California is making up its share of
this deficit in no small mensu~e through the research facilities and grants
made available to it by the Atomic Enorgy Commission~ Training in eve~y

phase of atomic science i -physics, chemistry, tho biological sciences .
is boing stimulated under the Commission's progrrum.
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The following is a brief summary of research progress under the Atomio
Energy Commission program in 1947 at the University of California: .

The Giant,Cyolotron

This 4000-ton machine, constructed from an original grant of the
Rockefeller Foundation, is the most powerful atom-smasher in the world.
Its magnet was completed in 1942, and was inunediately d~voted to thE'
development of the process of ' electro-magnetic separation of U-235, adopted
on a large scale at oak Ridge. Toward the end of, the war its reconversion to
its origihal purpose ds a cyolotronwas started", with the assistance, of the
Manhattan District. Completed late in 1946, it h.as been operating for the
past year under the auspices of the Atomic Energy,Commission.

Particles Accelerate~ to New High Energies

The great cyclotron acoelerated four kinds of atomic projectiles» each
of which makes it possible to learn. something- different about t~e atom., The.
f-our types of particles and the energies to which they are accelerated are:,

Deuterons, the nuclei' of heavy hydrogen atoms, of 200 million electron
volts. (An atbm of lead 'traveling 2000 miles per hmir has the energy of
one electron volt.)

Neutrons, which trigger the atomic bomb and are a basic nuclear particle,
of 100 million electron volts.

Protons" the nuclei of ordinary hydrogen atoms and a basic nuclear
particle, of 100 millioft eiectron volts.

Alpha particles) the nuolei of helium atoms) of 406 million electron
volts ..

In each instance, the energies achieved are about ),.0 times or more
energetic than the particles accelerated in the previ,ous mos;t powerfUl
cyolotron" the 225-ton machine- at the University of California.

What is the object of accelerating these nuclear particles to Such
huge energies? It is simply that the harder nuclear particles canba knocked
together, thEY- more can be learned about atomio processes. The atoms them
selves cannot be seen, of course. But the effect of ~nocking particles,
togethe~ can be recorded both photographicnlly and by a large number of
delicate inst'ruments. From these observed effects. Gcientists deduce the
nature of unbelievably transitory events occurring Within the infin,itely
small spaces (a nucleus is about 10 trillionths of a centimeter in, diamete~)

ot the sub-atomic world •

Determinatipn of the. Nature of Nuclear Forces

For example, the great cyclotron demonstrated for the first time that.
in addition to ordinary mechanical forces of motion, there is another force
operating between the particles of the atomic nucleus which is unlike any
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other known on earth. This is called an Itexchange force". and it demon
strates that the electrical charge is constantly tossea back and forth among
the partioles in a nuoleus. thus setting up a balanoe which enables these
particles to be held together in the tight, hard nuclear core.

The Nuoleus Becomes Transpar.ent

Other experiments have permitted the Berkeley soientists to draw a
pioture of the atom under high energy bombardment radically different from
the atom known to scientists when they first achieved fi.ssion. The "new"
nucleus appears to be "soft l ; and to have space ·between the nuclear particles,
particularly at the edges, which was not found in lower energy bombardments.
Thus the laws which governed the nucleus of Rutherford and Bohr do not work
in the energy range created by the giant cyclotron.

Laboratory Cosmic Rays
I

Another result of the operation of this atom~smasher has been the
duplicatIon for the first time in the laboratory of lower energy cosmic ray
phenomenrr. These phenomena for years have been photographed in cloud
chambers by sciehtists who often tOke their eqUipment to mountain tops,
frequently ~aking thousands 'of photographs in order to obtain one of any
value.. No .ino.chi.t1e conyetc'reate b.igh energy cosmic rays, in the billion
volt .. ·energy range. But the giant cyclotroh, at the very bottom of -,the range
of these high energy particles, is like a eosmi!} ray hose when itb 'betunis
aimed at a cloud chamber. 11StarsH , the flying apart of atomic nuclei -in
high energy disintegrations characteristic of c.osmic rays_, and other .cosmic
ray phenomena have thus been created a't will by this cyclotron beam. These
studies are of critical importcnce in finding new information in-the high
energy range.

Massive Disintegrations Achieved

A new chapter in the transmutation of elements is being written-in -the
bombardments with the high energy·beal1ls of deuterons, neutrons and alpha-·
particles. Pre-war "cyclotrons usually were able to knock two or three
partioles out of the nucleus, transmuting elements one or two steps up or
down the periodic table. The great cyclotron is able to knock as many as 30
particles out of a nucleus, transmuting an element as much as 16 steps down
the periodic table. As many as 30 different radioactive elements may be
produced a s the re suit of a single bombardment. A hundred or more new radio··
elements, many of which should be useful for "traceI'll studies in biology,
medicine ,and chemistry, will result from these massive disintegrations, 1"01.'

which anew word, "spallationil , has been invented.

Fission Produoed in Five more Elements

The ultra high energy particles from the big atom-smasher have produced
fission, the reaction Which in plutonium and uranium creates the atomic bomb
explosion) in fi·ve lighter elements; tantalum (element 73); bismuth (element
83); lead (slama/nt 82); thallium (element 81) and platinum, (element 78).
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Fission of the explosive type, b,owever, cannot be created in these elements,
the research had demonstrated, because the chain reaction cannot be sus
tained. This research has demonstrated that the lighter elements c anhot be
used in atomic bombs, at least not in anyway now known. Only a machine of
this great power could create fission in the lighter elements.

The 225..;tonCyclotron

The 225~ton cyclotron in the R~diation Laboratory, with Which
neptunium, plutonium, americium. ahd curium have been discovered, has been
operated during the past year on a 24-hour day, seven day week basis. Ninety
percent of this time has been devoted to bombardments for the Commission's
projects at Berkeley and Oak Ridge. This workhorse of the atomic research
program, second most ,power£um cyclotron in the world, has been producing in
the past year radioactive isotopes which cannot be made in the atomic piles.

Isolatiqn of Curium

One of the chief chemical achievements has been the isolation for the
first time in pure form of the new synthetic element 96, curium. Curium,
the heaviest substance known to man. is one of the four transuranic elements
disoovered with the University's 225-ton cyclotron. The isolation of curium
was even more difficult than the isolation of plutoniWJl, accomplished also
in the Berkeley laboratory, because of its higher radioactivity and the

\ smaller quantity in which it could be obtained. The curium isolated,
) smaller than a grain of sand, is being used for studies of its chemical

structure and characteristics.

Medicine, Biology and Health Physics

Research by several groups of scientists at the University of California
in the fields of biology, medicine, and health physics has been directed
toward obtaining precise knowledge about the biological effects on man of
the radiations unleashed by the atomic age. The elimination of guesswork
inihis field is of critical importance for two reasons: 1) scientists and
workers must be p~otected against the new radiations with which they must work.

.. both in atomic production and in pure research; 2) every effort must be
made to devise means of defense against and mitigation of biological effects
of radiation in case of atomic conflict.

Noteworthy progress has been made in some of the problems in this field,
which 1s possibly the most difficult in atomic science. Q~7 a beginning
has been made in other instances.

Decontamination of Naval Vessels

An outstanding accomplishment during the year 1947 was the development
by University of California scientists of a satisfactory and practical
method of decontaminating Naval vessels made uninhabitable b'y their
accumulation of radioactivity in the underwater Bikini atomic bomb ex
plosion. The chief problem here has been to eliminate the radioactivity
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imbedded in ·the rust and barnacles in the ships' salt water lines. In brief.
the solution involved flushing of the salt water lines in the vessels with a
mixture of hydrochloric and citric acids. The~e acids dissolve out the rust
and the barnacles, containing plutonium and the fission products. NearlY all
Bikini vessels are decontaminated and inhabitable as a result.

Metabolism Qrld Fission.
:' t

During 1947, a group of biological researchers continued their studies
of the metabolism in the body of the fissionable elements and the fis8io11
products which result from atomic explosion. Many of,these, sUbstances; when
they get into the body through the moy,th, lungs or scratches on the body
surface, are extremely dangerous and carry the possibility 0 f fatal con
sequences. Their action is similar to that of radium, and the deaths from
radium poisoning early in the century are well known. No satisfactory
method has ever been devised to treat radium poisoning, the only defense
being to prevent its entrance into the body. But this is not enough in the
atomic age, for the dangers are many fold greater. About one kilogram of
radium, Which has about 1000 curies of radioactiVity, has been isolated in
the last 50 years. In contrast, kilogram quantities of . plutonium are
manufactured in the Hanford piles alone; and comparable masses of fission
products are also produced. The radioactiVity produced, in complicated
processes in Which thousands of workers are involved, is in the range of
miililions of curies. The possible uses of these materials in a sort of
atomic piological warfare have been Widely discussed.

In 1947, a group of University of California scientists determined the
biological action in animals of the fission products, astatine, element 61,
silver, cadmium, indium and antimony; and of the fissionable elements, actin
ium, americium and curium. This work was a continuation of earlier studies
of plutonium and a large number of fission products.

The most significant finding of the researchers was tha.t many of the
highly radioactive group of elements studied are deposited in a thin layer
of tissue, called the osteoid matriX, adjacent to the bone marrow cavity,
where red blood cells I1re manUfactured. The gody has no means of ridding
itself of these elements. once they are deposited in the bone. Plutonium,
americium and curium and many of the fission products are included among
those elements deposited in the osteoid matrix where their radiations,
inhibiting the formation of red blood cells, presumably would cause death.

Attempts to Treat Radiation. Poisoni.qg,

With this basic knowledge of the metabolic characteristics of the
fissionable elements and the fission products,. a group of University of
California scientists have set to work to deVise artificial means of elimin
ating these substances from the 'body. Attempts to remove them by the use of
BAL' (British Anti-Lewisite), eye-tain,. a sulfur containing amino acid, and
zirconium citrate, have not met with. significant success. However, these
stUdies have demonstrated some fundametttal differences between ordinary
mineral metabolism and the metabolism of these elements in the bone structure.
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This information will be of inestimable value in continuing the search for
methods of treating radiation poisoning.

Detect!~9nof.Radiat ion Patila&e
, .

Another biological problem has been the stUdy of possible methods for
the early detection of radiation damage to tissu~. Ra1iation causes chal1ges
in the .blood, and a goOd start has been made in determlIiing whether these
changes have occurred, both by electrical tests of blood and by examination of
blood cells under the microscope. .

Restoration of Damaged Tissue
. ,_.' j .

The possipility of restoring bone marrow which has b~en damaged by
radiation is also being studied. At present the only way of combating the
anemias suffered in this cond~tion is by the indefinite continuation of
blood transfu~ions. This is not a satisfactory method. A group of University
of Californ~a researchers have started experiments tow~rd th~ end that the
body may once again be able to produce its own blood cells~ They have
concentrated on the experimontal transplantation of ~.rrow'in anim.als ..
Successful transplants have been made into rat livers, where transplants grew
freely, protected by a layer of bone forming around thorn. This encouraging
research will be continued.

Fission in Tissue.

In another seJ:'ies of experiments, mice with uranium injected into them
have been placed near the Oak Ridge piles by a group of Univorsity of
California scientist~ to determine the biological effuct of fission in tiss~eT

Radiations from the Giant C:zclotron~

Still another area of res~arch has involved experiments on the biqlogical
effect of the enormous e.qergies of the particles accelerated in tho'giant
cyclotron, These researches are designed to determine what, if any, diff.erences
there are in the b~ological effect of these radiations from· lower energy .
radiation~, Protection of the staff at Berkeley and at other laboratories
where such'high energy particles will be accelerated in the future is the
primary objeot of these experiments.

Sxnthesis of Organi? Compounds~

Everyone knows that the radiatio~s emitted by the artificially
radioactive ~lements make these su"f.,stancos \lseful ~s "tracers" in seeking
out hidden processes'~n experiments in biology, cl'\cmistry;·medicine,
agricultural science, and other fields of research. In this regard' artifici...
al,l.yradioactive substances~ which are manufactured in the atomic piles and
in cyclotrons, have boon likened to the microscope. Thi~ quality of .
radioactivity has greatl~ expanded the possibilities of scientific rosearch~
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But before these substances can be used in such research, they must be
built into ordinary organic compounds which are used by tho body or by plants
or animals. Tho synthesis of such compounds has been of the tasks of a
group of scientists in tho University's Radiation Laborato~y.

During'1947 this group synthesized 12 major compounds, including the
amino acids, glycine, tryptophane, and tyrosine, and related substances.
These 'substances hr'..ve been put to usc in cancer research.

Tracer studies with another najor substance synthesized, dibonzanthraceno,
a cancer-causing compound found in coal-tar, .yielded new information about
the metabolism of this substance in the body.

Another compound synthesized at Berkeley With radioactive atoms, methanol,
a baslc substance for producing othGr compounds, is now being produ~ed by
the Berkelcymcth6d on n commercial scale by both the Eastman dompany and
Atomic Energy Commission at Oak Ridge.

!:hflto'synthos~.

An understanding of photosynthosis, tho process whereby groen plants'
manufacture sugar, starches and all of tho other energy food of the earth,
would be an inostimable boon to mankind. Such an understanding might enable
scientists to increase the efficiency of the photosynthetic process by from
10 to 20 porcont, thereby incre~sing tho world's food supply by the sane
p\Jrcontage.

Man has a clearer insight into the photosynthetic process as a result
of research done with darbon 14 at the University of California Radiation
Laboratory during the past year. The starchos and other energy foods are
manufactured by plants from sunlight, water and carbon dioxide.

In the Berkeley experiments, plants were allowed to carryon
photosynthesis'in the presonce of radioactive carbon dioxide, At different
time intervals, plants were analyzed to determine what had happened to the
"tagged" carbon dioxide. The carbon vms found in a number of organic
substances, intermediate compounds between the raw materials of photosynthesis
and the finished product - ~ the starches and carbohydrates. These
intermediates include amino, succinic, fumaric and malic acids and other
basic organic substances. Scientists had predicted that some of those
substances should be formod, but had'no way of tolling definitely until
carbon 14 became available. Further, the scientists at Berkeley were able
to draw a step-by-step route by which these intermediatos were transformed
into sugars and starches. Thore are still some gaps, but our area of
knowledge has beon greatly enlarged by those researches of tho past year.

This research, incidentally, resulted in the first synthesis of
radioactive sugar,which is expected to be invaluable in seoking out metabolic
processes of the body, such as those found in diabotes.
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Major construction at the University of California during 1947 hns
centerod about two'now types of ntom-smnshers, the 'synchrotron nnd the
linear nccelorator, both of which wero stnrtod under tho sponsorship of the
Mnnhattan District. Those n~chinoswore designod to do atom-smashing jobs
different from those accomplished by the ginnt cyclotron.

Linonr Accelerator.

The linear accelerntor is a cannon-like ntom-smnsher, 40 feet long,
which was constructod as ~n exp~rimental machine to Qxplore the possibility
of building an instrument of this type to accelerate protons in the billion
volt energy range. This machine was recently completed, producing protons
of 32 million electron volts, tho ene~gy for which it was designed. The
machine dOGS not yet oporate efficiontly at this unergy, though it is
Qxpectud thnt further work will increo.se its efficioncy. Since construction
was started on this mnchine two years ago, an easier nod less e~pensive

atom-smasher known as the Bevatron hns' boen designed to nccelerate p~otons

.to the multi-billion volt range. The prescnt linear accolerator is expected
to be h# officient and useful tool for atomic research in the energy range
for whibh it was designed) though plans for a larger nmchine have beon
dropped,

Synchrotron,.

The synchrotron is an atom-smashing machine 'based on an idea developed
at the end of the'war simultaneously by an American scientist, Professor
Edwin M. McMillan, of the University of California, and a Russian physicist~

It may be described as the "scalpol" of ntom-smashing. The Berkeley
synchrotron will accelerate electrons to energios of 300 million electron
volts, the most potent particles of this type ever produced by mho. The
electron is about two thousand times lighter than the lightest particle
~ccelerated in the giant cyclotron. The synchrotron will provide information
different from that obtainQd by the giant cyclotron. It will produce'~
different type of,cosmic ~uy thnn does the gre~t cyclotron. The possible
fruits of research with this machine are rich and varied. Foroxample, if
~t is possible to split the particlos of tho nucleus now'considered to be
indivisible - - the neutron and the proton - - the light, ultra-high energy
particles of the synchrotron should do it. Design and construction of the
synchrotron was start0d nenrly t,iO yoars ago. Because of tho difficulties
in 9btaining the matorials for this machine, construction'has lagged
bohlnd schedule.'Howevor, it is about 80 percent complete and should be in
operation by May, 1948. '
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While the great cyclotron has crossed into a now domain of the atom,
and insured the continuation of American leadership in atomic research for
the time being, now horizons of the nucleus still 160m ~head.

Within almost immediate reach is the creation in the laboratory of
mesotrons, the ephemeral, olusive,atomic particles which are one of the
types of cosmic rays. Mosotrons, which;possess groater energy than any
other pieco of matter'yet observed by man and hQVO a lifespan ofabcut a
millionth of a second, are intimately tied up with the force which holds
tho atomic nuc10us together. ~fuerevor scientists havo been ab~o to
observe the violent disintegration of nuclei, they have found mcsotrons
emerging from the bronk-up. Their production would moan the unleashing in
the laboratory of that ultimate, SUb-atomic binding force which holds the
nucleus together nnd which is being probed by indiroct menns with the
giant cyclotron. This force could be studied and measured, with what
imp1icntions no man C['11 now say.

Toward the end that mesotrons may be created, research has been
conducted during the past year which will make possible the modification
6f tho giant 4000-ton cyclotron so that it w~ll produce protons of 350
million electron volts. Physicists calculate that protons of this
energy-will proauco mesotrons. Remodeling of tho giant cyclotron has
n1reaay started, and it will begin acce1crnting the ultra-high energy
protons early in 1948.

A Billion Volt Machin~.

That Americn mny continuo in the vanguard of atomic research, the
Qxporienced scientists and ongineers who have alroady constructed three
great cyclotrons at the Univorsity of California have solved the theorotical
prob1oms ·of, and designvd, a mnssivo atom-smash0r,cal1od the "bevatron."
This huge mnchine TIould accelerate protons to the almost unbelievable
energy of six billion olcctronvo1ts, far into the domain of Nature's
cosmic rays. What may be found there is at presont impossible to predict.
A possibility is tho croation of matter out of energy - - a revorsnl of
tho atomic energy procoss of obtaining energy from matte~. That the fruit
of such a venture will be rich and well worth the effort, no one can
deny.
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PHYSICS

l84~inch Cyclotron Construction, Operation and Development

w. M. Brobeck

I \

j

A••Previous HistoEl.

The cyclotron project started in 1940 with funds obtained principally
from the University and the Rockefeller FoUndation. At the beginning of the
war the cyclotron building was completed and the magnet core requiring
approximately 4;000 tons of steel had been assembled. The magnet coils still
had to be wound. During the Spring of 1942 the magnet coils were wound in
the shortest possible time with 24-hour shifts and after thoir completion
in May 1942 the magnet was used almost continuously for work on the Ma~attan

Project.

At the end of the war, tho equipment then being tested was removed and
work started on restoring the magnet as required for completion of the
cyclotron. This involvod removing certain magnet pole platos and placing
thorn in adifferont position and removing the magnet coil tanks and inspecting
the coils. As a result of tho hurriod work at the beginl1ing of the war
certain conditions existed which were obviously undesirable but could not'
be corrected because of the large amount of effort that would be required. •
Fortunately these conditions did not seriously interfere with the operation,
although ,they have caused some inconvenience.

The cyclotron completion went ahead at first on the basis of constant
oscillator frequency which would require the use of doc voltages on the order
of a million Volts and oscillator power inputs of a thousand kilowatts to
obtain 60-100 Mev deuterium ions. In February of 1946, as a result of the
success of the synchrotron principle as tested in the 37-inch cyclotron the
design was changed to incorporate frequency modulation to obtain 200 Mev
deuterons with the reduction in the oscillator power below 50 kilowatts.
Additional apparatus in the form of a "rotating variable condenser to produce
the frequency modulation was required~

The cyclotron project profited greatly by experience gained during the
war years on the Manhattan Project as well as from the increased facilities
of the Laboratory. Construction proceeded smoothly with concentration on
only tho necessary equipment to obtain the high enorgybeam, and on November
1, 1946, the desired 200 Mev deuteron beam was obtainod after less than a
week1s experimontation~ At the end of the year, the cyclotron was being used
for many 'experiments in the activation of target materials with the high
enorgy deuterons and in the study of the'emerging neutron beam produced when
tho douto~ons strike tho internal target. Operation at full output was
limited to approximately five minutes per shift to avoid overexposure of the
operators since tho shielding was then inadequate and since there were many
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minor p~rts of the machine which were not in a completed condition~' A'
numbcr of temporary changes have"boen made to overcome difficulties which
showed up on the first operation.

B. Construction during 1947.

First in importance in construction work during the year has been
protection of personnel~ The principal item in this work was the provision
of concrete shielding surrounding the cyclotron. A.wall consisting of about
80 thirty-ton concrete biocks has been built providing five-foot thickness
in a horizontal line and a roof of simi~ar construction two-$eet thick.
Installation of this shielding required removing the six-inch concrete slab
over a large part of the floor area and replacing it with an eighteeh-inch
reinforced concreto floor. Con.struction of columns and beams was required·to

. ." ,. ' ., j .

support the shielding wall wheto it passed over the pit surr¢unding the
magnet and to support the roof~ The shielding included railings; Vontil~tion.
equipment, and sufficient supports tQinsure against earthquake failure~

Two forty-ton concreto doors operated by electric motors providing 6 x.8 feet
openings with provision for manual -Qpern~ion in 'caso of powor'
failuro wupo includod in tho shiolding 'installation. . Tho
installation d~scribed was completed in March and. reduced the radiation
intensity outside the shield too. level at which exposure of personnel was
negligible. However, the intensity remaining was sufficiently high to
interfere the operation of measuring equipment, and since an increase in the
cyclot~on output was expected and acceleration of high9r energy protons was
contemplated, construction of a second five-foot thicknoss of w~ll and two~
foot roof was stat'ted. At pres\3nt about one-third of this second wall and .
none of the roof has been instal1~d: HOVfever, authorization has been:: .obtained
for the continuation of this work, and delivery of tho remaining blocks is
expected to be compluto in two or three months~

A second protection program has centci;od around the handling of the
probe targets. Besides .. the usual long handling hooks and storage receptacles"
a probe has been put into service in which the target is blown by compressed
air under remote control from its position in. the cyclotron tank to a carry~

ing receptacle. A second handling system adaptable to larg9r targets provides
for removing the internal target and depositing it in a truck surrounded by ,
t4ree inches of lead. This equipment Can be oporated from a distance of about
fifteen feot~ Alarge number of target holders of different types have been
built for the needs of the experimental program.

The third part of .the protection program has been electrical interlocking
to prevent any possibility of accidental exposure of personnel-to radiation.
This takes the form of door· sWitches, warning lights and bells; safety switches
that can be pporated from inside the Shiel~ and automatic shutoff in case
the radiation rises beyond the expected level. 'All equipment is duplicated
so that failure of a single part will not interfere with the operation of
the protection functions.

A principal line o£.,deV~lopment which will greatly improve the usefulness
of the cyclotron is the deflection of the high energy beam to a point outside
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the vacUum chnmber, Because of the high beam energy, conventional methods
of deflection used on smallor cyclotrons are not applicable ~d the problem
had to be considered on a fundamental basis, The system which evolved
during the year consists of an electrostatic deflector designed so that the
circulating beam can enter the region between the electrodes before the
deflecting field is applied. A power source is used that is capable of
supplying a single pulse of 200 kilovolts, balanced with respect to ground,
at each frequency modulation cycle, In addition to the electrostatic deflector
the~e is used a magnetic deflecting channel between two iron bars shaped to
shield the deflected beam from the main· magnetic field'. Correcting plates
a~e provided by which the disturbance to the circulating beam produced by the
deflecting bars is eliminated, The part of this program reqUiring the groat~

est effort was that of p~oducing the rapid high voltage pUlse. After many
methods were tried a pulse transformer, with a battery of hydrogen thyratrons
for con~rol and a low ihtluctartc0 condenser, has been developed which is
expected to give satisfactory performance. During the last few months the
problem haS been one of providing capacity for continuous operation under the
high voltage stresses involved. The bonm emerges through a port in the
cyclotron tank which is covered by an aluminum plate one-eighth inch thick.
4 focus~ng magnet weighing about six tons is being installed at the present
time to turn the beam through a slight angle and focus it at a point outside
of the shielding wall where it will be used for experimental work~ The
el,ectrosto.tic section of the deflector occupies 1200 of the circumference of
the magnet pole and is provided with externally operated mechanicalro.dius
~djustments at three points. The magnetic deflector is approximately six
feet long and is provided with two externally operated radius adjustments
which ho.ve sufficient stroke to move the deflector completely clear of the
neutron beam le~ving the target. These adjustments are not yet provided with
controls operable from the cyclotron room. Part oftha deflector power
supply is the device for controlling the time in the frequency modulation
cycle at which the deflector voltage pulse occurs •.

A l~rge part of the experimental work with the cyclotron has been done
with the beam of high energy neutrons proceeding from the target. In order
to collimate this beam, a series of tubes have been built to go between the
cyclotron tank wall o.nd the point beyond the concrete shield at which the
beam is studied. By the use of this collimating system a beam about
two inches in diameter is obtained; the radiation intensity outside of the
beam being reduced by the factor of over n thousand from the maximum at the
center line. In order to avoid absorption of the beam in measurements in
which the angular spread is studied,a window of aluminum one-eighth inch
thick and two and one-half feet in diameter has beon installed in the wall
of the vacuum tank, and for use outside the shielding wall equipment of the
optical bench type has'been built to study scattering and absorption. A
cDnsiderable number of counting channels and detecting instruments have been
built foruso in this work which are described elsewhere.'

A number of rather extensive jobs for completion of the cyclotron have
also been done~ The gas supply and control system providing hydrogen,
deuterium or helium to tho ion source with flow control from the cyclotron
control room has been completed Quring the year to take the place of the
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temporary equipment first installed. This includes, an electrolyzer with
which deuterium can be generated from heavy water !oducing the cost and
inconvenience involved in the use of tank deuterium gas. Lighting has been
insta;Lled inside the shielding at all necessary points. The communication
system has been improved and platforms covering most of the work area inside
the shielding have been completed. Removal of the XA and XC magnets from the
cyclotron building has considerably increased the available floor space.

In addition to the work on the cyclotron itself~ the project for con
version of the machine to the acceleration of protons has been actively pursued
during the jroar. When this installation is made, tho energy will be increased
to 350 Mevo All of this energy will be carried by a single nucleon rather
than by the two nucleons as in the deuterium ion which share the present
200 lvlev.To accelerate protons a considerably greater change of frequency is
required than is the case with deuterons so that the rotary condenser and
resonance system in use at present are no longor applicable. First plans ·were
based on the use of rotating condenser plates in the main magnetic field.
However,in July a different system of operation was devised which permitted
the use of a single rotatirlg condenser outside the magnetic field which
avoided the problem of eddy curro~ts in the rotating disks and synchrohization
of several rotors. Tests of a haif-scale radio-frequency modol have proceeded
for the last four months with very satisfactory results. Mechanical design
is well advanced and bids are now being requested for the principal vacuum
tank parts required. It is expected that this equipment will be ready for
installation early in tho summer of 1948.

C. Op(3ration

The cyclotron has been operating from eight A. M. until midnight almost
constantly during the year. About sixty percerlt of this time was spent on
useful beam production for exper~montal work and the set-ups required for
the experiments. Twenty percont was spend on the installation of new equip
ment, completion of the original construction and adj~sting and ten percent
in repair and trouble shooting. 'The operating staff consists of a crew of
nine operators with a supervisor, assistant and se~retary. In addition an
average of three electronics tochnicians~ three mechanical technicians and·

operating engineers arc required to work on the machine. In addition about
fifteen percent of the laboratory shop and twenty-five percent of the
engineering time has been used on the cyclotron during the year~

The output of the cyclotron is monitored by neutron sensitive ionization
chambers at an angle of thirty degrees from the line of the main neutron beam.
At this point, the radiation runs about 10 r per hour and this figure has
been approximately constant during the year. The radiation in the center of
the neutron beam is approximately 80 r and the circulating beam approximately
one microampere of time average c~rent. The deflected beam measured outside
the tank is approximately 2 x 10- amperes at the present time. Those
intensities are more than adequate for the work in progress and no concerted
effort has been made to increase the output.
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Some experimental work has been done during the year in studying the
performance of the cyclotron to obtain data usefUl in the design of similar
machines and to point the way to improvements in performance~ It was found
that the cyclotron beam can not be acceloratedbeyond the eighty-two inch
radius poi.nt due to coupling between vertical and axial oscillations of the
orbit which causes the beam to expand vertically and strike the dee. This
information has been of great value to other laboratories designing large
cyclotrons. Observation of the time structure of the pulse of current
reaching tho target has shown that a precession of the orbit with an amplitude
of one to two inches occurs. This fact is basic to the design of the
electrostatic deflector. Measurements of the shape of the magnetic field and
the performance characteristic as a function of the various operating
parameters have been correlated with the thoory of the machine as cover.ed by .
reports issued and papers prepared by tho the6retical group at the Laboratory•.
These results have had aswido n circulation as possible among the designers
of similar machines.

The important scientific results obtained with the cyclotron are not
included in this section as thoy will b0 discussod elsewhere.
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II •. 6~Inch Cyclotro~

The 60~inch cyclotron has operated quite satisfactorily during most of
this year. However, some difficulty was experienced with sparking in the
deflector. This was caused by marked erosion of the molybdenum liners that
lie within the house enclosing the deflector. To remedy this problem, a
set of inserts was designed to be placed in the house in such a way that
its disassembly is not required. Thus the sparking trouble was cleared up
without the possibility of exposure of the crew to dangerous amounts of
induced radioactivity in the deflector. Two shutdowns for major overhauls
were necessary. During the second, more adequate cooling was instalied on the
dee stems and no further trouble has been experienced with them.

High operating efficiencies with alpha-particles have been achievedl
Steady currents of eight to ten microamperes are not uncommon and the
average is of the order of 5 microamperes per hour.

Several sources for the production of stripped carbon an~ oxygen
atoms have been developed and one source, a double negative P:.LG. .
(oseillating ele9tron) , source, promises gratifying results. Heavy dis~
charges of several kilowatts are produced as compared to arc discharges
of 5·to 25 watts~ P~~~G. sources have also been used to produce alpha
particle current~ at the ta~get, of 2 to 3 microamperes.

Some work has been done on the acceleration of beryllium and boron
ions and it is planned to continue it in the near future.

The 60-inch cyclotron has been used for bombardments of a wide
variety of elements for other laboratories and for chemists and physicists
here.
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Early in J~nuary of this year, worlt was commE;)nce9- on the installation
of the vacuum header diffusion pumps, mechanical pumps, vacuum valves,
anq the water and electrical serVices to them. (Fig. 1) This work was
completed and the parts vacuum tEls,ted early in 1947 ~ Temporary power
was run to the building for this;purpose. 'The wiring of the pumps,
their control panels, and circuit breakers, however, was permanent.
Other services to the building ha,je b~en added dUl:'ip.g the year, in...
eluding treated water (low conductivity and minerc':!-:L free), compressed
air, gas, and telephones. '

The steel base for supporting the 13' ton magnet was installed on
its vibration absorbing mounts, and the necessary alignments made.
(F:i.g. 2) The first' magnet slabs arrived.in May and assembly of the
magnet was commenced at that time. The .1d"rer y01\:e has been completely
ass~bled iricluding thE1 lower magnetizing ~oil, compensating coils, flux
bar, tie~, spacers, and the lower pole base,.,ring. The upright portion
at one eng of the magnet has be~n assembled complete with compensating
coils. (Figs. 3,4, 5,,6) The other upright is now in the process of
assembly, the parts having arrived recently from the factory. Host of
the parts ,for the uprer yoke are bn hiirtd, but assembly will not start
until they all have been received.

The 40,000 KVA capac~tor bank has been completely installed with
fuses on'each individual capacitor. (Figs 7, 8) The feeders and over
head bus system have been completed and run through the overhead tunnel
into the magnet room. (Fig. 9) The electronic contactor and ignitrons
have been installed~ and the connecting of the control equipment and
cooling system is nearly complete. The control desk, cross connect
panels, and the racks for miscellaneous oontrol equipment have ,been
installed; and the majority of the' switches and instruments inserted and
connected~ (Figs. 10~11 and lla).

The 48 megacycle oscillator was re-designed after tests were co~

pleted on the experimental" model. The parts for the new oscillator
were completed by the shop, and the assembly of the oscillator proper
is complete up to the point of ccnnecting it to the resonant system.,
(Fig. 12) The oscillator pm,vel:' supply has been completed in the shop
and is now being installed in the building. (Fig. 13)

The transformer yard, which will supply permanent power to the
building" is aoout 85% complete (Fig. 14); and it i~expected that the
temporary power service cap be removed and the building switched over to
the permanent power ,source on about the first of the year.

Eighty...five pole tip wedges have been completed in the shop, machined"
etched, vacuum, impregnated and. baked, and tested, (Fig. 15) The gaskets
have been cemented to the sides of the~e wedges and grQund to provide
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the 'fla.t surfaces necessary for assembly.'
....

" ,,:~he plastic vacuum chamber walls, pump manifolds, and port covers
(F:1.g~16) were received from the manufacturer and it was found necessary to
SUbject them to further impregnation in o~der to make them satisfactorily
vao,uum tight. An impregnation tank was built in our own- shop, and the
necessary pumps, valves, and heaters were assembled (Fig.17) and an overt
rented to permit baking of the large parts. It was found necessary to
repeat the vacuum impregnation process several times on the majority of
the parts in order to completely eliminate the porosity which existed~ )\t
prasent all parts are tight except the 90 inc)1 diameter outer ring'-· This
part, which was the most difficult to construct, had numerous internal ~oids

which did not communicate with the surface and were, therefore, not fill~d

during the impregnation process. Since many of them were opened du;r;ing
the baking cycle and as a resultof,the attachment of other equipment, it has
been found necessary to develop means of filling the voids indi~idual~y~

This process is, not yet perfected and is currently the subject of consider~

able effort on the part of the technical staff.

A concrete shielding wall (Fig. 18,19), to protect operating personnel
from radiation, consisting of a stack of concrete blocks 4 feet thick and
10 te~t high has been completed. This wall wa~ constructed of high density
co~crete blocks (230 pounds per cubic foot) arid ,is adequate to protect
perSorihel during the earlie:!:' phases of operat:ion~ After radiation measure-

) menta are made, additional shielding will be added as required.

Cons'iderable work has been done on injector development. Injectors
and power supplies have been built and tested and measurements made of

, pulse rise time, maximum permissible voltage, and beam divergence. Equip
ment has been built to outgas injector assemblies by induction heating
and to store tnem in vacuum. A satisfactory pulse transformer (Fig.20)
has been designed ahd built which, places a70'KV pulse in the injector
(Fig. 21) with a rise t~ne of less than one microsecond. Injector and
target actuating mechanisms consistiling of hydraUlic cylinders have been
designed and built~ (Fig. 22) Experimental work has continued on testing
the methods to be used in making ;the neces~ary measurements and adjust-
ments to produce the required shape of magnetic field in the gap~Tests have
been run on the performance of flux bars in a model magnet pulsed by an
electronio Switch similar to that to be on the synchrotron.

Amechanism for locating and moving search coils and peaking strips in
the gap has been built. This equipment will be used to survey thefie).d
strength in the useable portion of the gap in order to permit the necessary
adjustments to be made.

)



Figure 1 - Vaouum header, diffusion pumps and valves.
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Figure 4 - Lower yoke and vacuum ohamber.
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Figure 5 - Pole base ring assembly.
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Figure 6 - Lower yoke complete with coils.
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Figur'e 7 ":' Ca~acitor bank assembly and electronio contaotor.
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Figure 8 - Feeders and capaQitor fuses.
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Figure 9 - Overhead tunnel and bus system.
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Figure 10 Control desk.



Figurell. - Cross conn~ct racks.
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rigure lla - Cross connect racks.
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Wlgur~ 13 - Oscillator D.C. power supply.



Fig~~e14 - ~ransform~~ yard.
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Figure 15 - Polf) tip wedge etchin[., 5.mpregnating and testing station.
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i.igur~ 16 - Pi.astic vacuv.:a:.. ch2.mber parts.
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Figu::e 17 - Vacuum impregnation egu5.pni.ent for plastic parts.



Figu.re }.8 - Concrete raG.i'l.tion shield •
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~igu~e 19 ~. Conc~ete radiation shield.



F',~p-;'u'C 20 - "!n,j('l<:; tor puIs E; t:l"t'l,m'lformer.



j<'i gUT'? 21 - In,je eToor.
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IV. Linear Accele~d.tori' .

UCRL-14

A. introduction
d'

Luis W. Alvarez

)

Just before the end of the warl many of the men who had been engaged
in war research started to think again on the problems of high energy
nuclear physics. The high energy limits of the cyclotron and the betatron
were understood to be in the neighborhood of approxima:tely 100 Mev and
300 Mev respectively. It was obvious that improved methods of aceelerating
particles beyon~ these limits would have to be developed if cosmic ro.y
phenomenal partic~larly mesotron production l were to be reproducible in the
laboratory. McMillartc and Veksler independently proposed the synchrootron.
which immediately raised the betatron limit to greater than 1 Bev. S6me
months after the end of the war it was demonstrated at Berkeley that the
synchrotron principle could also be used to circumvent the cyclotron's
"upper limit j It But it seemed 'at that time, and for approxima.te ly a year
later l that the cost of building super energy synchro-cyclotrons would be
so high that the theoretical possibilities of the machines might never be
realized in pra.ctice. However, recent developments in synchro-cyclotron '
design show quite conclusively tha.t by using a ring type magnet it is
possible to reduce the building cost of such a ma.chine to quite reasonable
values, even in the 10 billion volt range.

The work on the Berkeley proton linear a.ccelerator was started late
in 1945, since it seemed at that time that such a device might be con
s'iderably less expensiVEl, even though somewhat more complicated than a
large synchro-cyclotron. Plans were therefore made to build 0. pilot model
producing protons in the 30.. 40 million volt range. The proposal was to
investigate the properties of 0. proton linear accelerator, and on the basis
of its performance, to decide later whether or not to embark on the rather
formidable task of building n very long machine to reach the billion volt
runge. It now appears quite certain that no matter how well the pilot
plant might work, that it is not competitive with the large synchro-cyclotron
.. or bevatron, as it is known at this laboratory - either from the point
of view of complexity or cost. The 40~foot sectionl however, which has
just recently operated for the first time, will be 0. useful scientific tool
in its own right, and several important experiments are to be performed
with it before it is eventmally dismantled. It is presently producing
protons of 32 Mev, which are available externally without the complicating
effects of the magnetic field. IncidentallYI the highest energy protons
previously produced by direct acceleration wsre of 15 Mev •• This is, in a
way I fortuitous, since it has been possible for 0. long time to accelerate
protons to a greater energy. The cyclotron produces protons vdth energies
between 60 and 140 Mev us a result of 0. simple nuclear process involving
high energy deuterons. Therefore, for most experiments involving high
energy pro.tons:,"tho cyclotron is 0. superior source. However, for the very
important experimonts on proton-proton scattering l it appears for the moment
that tho linear accelerator can yield more accurate data, since it has avail
able an external c'olHma:tod,,'bO'duJ."fn-,tt ,':.'fi;o.ld..freo rogion.

- )
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:'"-j This introduction is in the nature of an explanation of the reasons.
for which the pilot model was built. History has apparently repeated
itself l since in the early days of design i of accelerators l particularly at
the University of California I a large numper of different typea of machines
were investigated on the pilot model scale I and all but the cyclotron
were eventually dropped. since the latter appeared to have the most desirable
characteristics. One could not tell in advance the relative values of the
various machines J but instead had to build models of each to see how thiJy
compared in actual operation.

~ro~ress Report of the Li~ear Accelerator.

)

By the end of 1946 most of the design features of the linear
accelerator had been settled upon by a long series of theoretical and ex
perimental investigations. Almost all of the large mechanical equipment
had been designed and ordered and much of it was set up in the laboratory.
Since that time, a great deal of detailed work has had to be done to
check the electrical performance of the equipment on full scale, rather
than on the model scale which had been used in the early tests. The radar
oscillators which were received from the Signal Corps have undergone two
modifications and now give approximately four times the output power, even
though they use the original tubes. The problem of phasing large numbers
of self.-excited oscillators into a single resonant load has been solved
sucoessfully on this project for perhaps the first time. The linear
accelerator vacuum tank has about 34 million volts from one end to the
other. which is by far the largest potential ever produoed with any comparable
equipment. Problems involving discharges under these high electric field
conditions have accounted for many difficulties, but they now seem to be
solved. so that the machine runs quite steadily at 34 million volts.
Under these conditions, protons gain 28 Mev of energy. so they emerg~ with
32 Mev; their injection energy is 4 Mev.

To insure that the protons remain near the axis of the machine while
being accelerated, and also that they maintain proper phase relationship
with the r.f. fields l it is necessary to place conductors across the
entrance end of each accelerating electrode. It had been intended for
some time to use thin beryllium foils for this purpose, but it soon became
apparent when. the foils were tried in the 40-foot tank l that they could
not stand u? ~nder the disoharge conditions. Previous tests under nearly
the same electrical fields had indicated that they would be satisfactory,
so plans for "focusing" the beam had to be changed a few months ago.
Metallic grids made of tungsten sheets are now being used and they appear to
work satisfactorily. It would l of course,be preferable to have the grids as
nearly transparent as possible, but under these conditions the electric
fields at the edges of the sheets are above the field emission point. A
oompromise has therefore to be made l and present grids are approximately
95 percent transparent so that about 10 percent of the proton beam which
enters the accelerator during the proper phase for acceleration arrives
at the target with 32 Mev.

)
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The Van de Graaf£ genorator 1 which is used as a source of protons, is
now working in a very satisfactory manner, but it prosented a large number
of problems which had to be solved ono by one. It now producos very high
currents of 4 Mev pt9tons and there is good reason to believe that at the
moment it is the most satisfactory electro-static generator in operation.
The rather high injoction energy was choson since it was planned to uso
foils for fboussing, and the scattering from the foils docreasos rapidly
as tho injection voltage is raised. If the linear accelerator wore to be
re-dcsignod todaY1 the injection voltage would be dropped to porhaps two
million volts,· where the engineering problems would be very muoh less
severo; However, it is probably fortunate that the higher energy was
chosen since it appears that a 4 million volt Van de Graaff genorator could
be useful as un injector for the bovatron1 whereas n 2 million volt machine
would not be at all satisfactory. Thore aro 1 of courso 1 a large numbor
of problems in the field of nuclear physics for which the Van de Graaff
generator by itself is unsurpassed, but most of these problems are not of
tho typo in which the Uni varsity of California Ra.diation Laboratory has
been primarily interested in the past.

Two major technical improvements have been made in the generator to
make it more suitable for usc as an injoctor into either a linear accelora.tor
or bevatron. One is the installation of high vacuum pumps in the high
potential oloctrodo, and the other is tho provision for pulsing of the
ion source. Both of these allow -to be aocelerated much larger ion currents
than are usually available in such machines.. The use of the pump per
m~ts a. larger exit hole from tho ion source into the a.ccelerating tubc,
and the pulsing permits the ion sourco to be ovor-voltn.ged momentarily
so that its output is much greator than could be obtained under steady
opora~il~~.~01?-~~t~ons~ . .. . .... _..... _. _.....

C. Initial Performance of tho Linear Accelerator

The first time the accolera.tor produced a beam of 32 Mev protons,
tho ion current wa.s quite low - of the order of 10-15 amperes average.
Since that time the injected current from the electrostatic genora.tor has
been raised from approxima.tely 1/10 microampere to apprOXimately 100
microamperes 1 and its focus has been improved considorably so that the
increase in effectivo injected curront should be larger than that indicated
by the two numbers above. In addition1 the transparency of the grids has
been increased by a factor of more than 10 and the over-all operation of
both machines has been made much more reliable. It is therefore
anticipa.tod that when the two ma.chines arc run togethor again, within tho
next few days, that currents in excess of 10-11 amperes will be observod.
It is possible to do a satisfactory experiment on tho proton-proton trans
action with currents of approximately 10-12 amperes, so optimism is
warranted o.t the moment about the possibility of doing SuCh experiment!?
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V. Experimental Physics

A. Experim6ntai·W6rk·with·thei84~in6h·Cyciotr6n During its First Year
of Operation

E. M. McMillan

1. Introduction. Particles Available from the Cyclotron. In
November·~1946 the 184-inch synchro-cyclotron of this laboratory first
operated, now,. a yoar later, the scientific results obtained with this
machine can be surveyed and evaluated in terms of the conclusions that
can be drawn from them. The order followed will be more or less that of
increasing complexity of nuclear phenomena, since this will show the
logical connections of various parts of the work better than a divisIon
by methods of investigations, detailed discussions of the work of special
g~oups are given in othe~ parts of this report.

First~ then, is the subject of the actual performance of the cyclotron
as an accelerator~ A considerable body of Iloperational data" has beeh
gatheredl which is of importance hot only to the operators but also be~
cause of its bearing on the detailed theory of the machine. Here it will
suffice to say that the cyclotron operates just about as predicted, even
to fine details such as the occurrence of radial, axial and phase
oscillations of the ion orbit. One feature, the loss of the beam at a
certain limiting radius, was not predicted but could have been if the full
implication of the theory had been appreciated before the observation was
made. The most important facts are that the cyclotron gives on a target
at the maximum radius of 81 inches a beam current of about one micro
ampere of deuterons having a mean energy of 190 Mev, or if helium is fed
into the ion source instead of deuterium, it gives a somewhat smaller
current of 380 Mev helium ions. (These beams contain a small spread of
energies, with upper limits of 195 and 390 Mev respectively.)

Targets can be bombarded directly in the circulating beam, which is
quite adequate for many purposes, but for some experiments it is desirable
to use a deflected beam. Therefore an electrostatic deflector was built
and installed~ and works very successfully. The principle is to apply a
very sharply rising high voltage pulse to a set of deflecting electrodes
after the beam has entered into the runge of their electrostatic influence:
the deflection produced by a pussagEJ.0of the ion through this region is
great enough to displace the orbit by about 2 inches toward the target.
This allows enough clearance to put in special targets. For example,
the ranges of the fast particles in various substances were measured by
passing the deflected beam through wedges backed by photographic plates;
the thickness of the wedge at the boundary between black and clear on the
plate gives the range directly. These measurements furnished a valuable
check on the high energy range curves contributed by the theoretical
group. A further extension of the deflected beam to points outside the
cyclotron tank by moans of additional magnetic deflection is being
developed and has successfully passed its first tests.
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Free neutrons and protons are made available for research by a
remarkable but simple nuclear process known as "stripping" that was ob
served very soon after the cyclotron started and has been studied
extensively. The idea is that a fast deuteron, striking any nucleus,
may collide in such a way that only one component particle hits the
nucleus, while the other (either neutron or proton) misses and goes on
its way as a free particle. This would at first sight load to neutrons
and protons having exactly half the energy of the deuterons, but when the
internal velocity distribution associated with the binding energy of
the deuteron is included, a certain spread in both energy and angle is
introduced. Experimental studies of the angular distribution of the
neutrons and the energy distribution of the proton indicate by their
agreement with the theory that this picture is essentially correct.
Thus by letting the circulating deuteron beam pass through a j'thinll

target (usually 1/2 inch of Be, representing a reasonable compromiso
between yield and energy loss which vary in opposite ways with the thick
ness), one gets both heutrons and protons in ample numbors.

The neutrons come out in a beam about 190 wide, and c~ be used for
experiments either inside or outside the concrete shield; a 2.1/2 inch
hole in the shield forms a narrow sharp beam which has been fbund ex
tremely useful. Tho neutron flux at a point 52 feet from the target is
about 106 neutrons per square em. per second~ Tho neutron energy dis ..
tribution has a peak at about 90 Mev with a width at half maximum of about
27 Mevy these theoretical figures have been roughly confirmed by measure
ments of the energies of recoil protons from hydrogen. The orbits of
protons from the target are curled up by the magnetic field into the
center of the cyclotron, where the particles are used by putting ex
perimental equipment thero. The field sorts them out by energy, so that
any desired energy up to about 140 Mev can be picked out. The current
density in the center of the cyclotron at the peak of the energy dis
tribution is about 4 x 10-12 amperes per square centimeter.

Thus there arc available from the cyclotron deuterons, helium ions,
neutrons I and protons, whose energies can be stated in a compact form by
saying that they all have in round numbers 100 Mev per nucleon; and all
of these have ,been us~d,~n ~he ex~eriments to be described below.

2. Neu":ron..Proton Scattering. Tho simplest nuclear interaction is
that between just two nucleons l and this has 0. special importance because
its very simplicity makes an interpretation of the results in terms of
the forces acting between particles relatively easy. A considerable amount
of work has been done on the scattering of neutrons by protons, using the
90 Mev neutrons in the n~rrow beam outside the shield l and making the
observations by counting the numbers of protons recoiling out of hydrogen
at various angles. Threo experimental groups using two methods (coinci
dence counters and a cloud chamber) are now working on this problem, and
results have already been obtainod showing a reasonable degree of agreement
with each other and allOWing certain definite conclusions to be dra,vn.
There is positive evidence for the existence of both exchange and ordinary
forces l apparently in about equal amounts. This is the first direct
demonstration of the oxistence of the long-discussed exchange forces.
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Also. the results show that tho frequently used "square well" potential to
describe tho forces, which is adequate for describing low energy phenomena,
cannot be correct, and that something like the Yukawa potential is probably
closer to the truth. These experiments when brought to greater precision
will allow a rather detailed determination of the shape of the neutron
proton potential, and it -is planned in the future to do the same for
proton-proton forces by scattering protons from hydrogen.

Work on the scattering of 90 Mev' neutrons from heavier nuclei has
been dono using as a detector for tho scatt0red neutrons, blocks of carbon
in which activity is induced by the reaction C12(n,2n)Cll. The observations
so fat on scattering from Pb, eu and Al indicate that the main effect pro
ducing fast scattered neutrons is tho diffraction of the IInetltron waves"
by-the nucleus, in tho same way that light waves arc diffracted by a
spherical obstacle. The results agree with this interpretation in bdth
magnitude and angular distribution of the scattered neutrons.

3. Total Neutron Cross Sections. Another simple experiment is the
measuteme~of the total cross sections of nuclei for neutrons. This is
done simply by observing the reduction in intensity ofa neutron beam
when blocks of matter are put in its way. The cross section is the apparent
area per nucleus which is active in stopping or deflecting a neutron. Early
moasurements by tho Health P'hysics group using very large blocks of matter
gave data useful in designing the cyclotron shield, but are not simply
interpretable in te~ms of cross sections. Later measurements using small
blocks (l1good goomotryU) and carbon detectors furnish accurate determina
tions of the cross sections for 90 Mev neutrons of the nuclei of Ht D, Li,
B, C, N, 0, Mg, AI, Cl, Cu, Zn, Sn, Pb, and U. The interpretE),tion of these
results is very interesting. The actural sizes of nuclei were already
pretty well known from earlier cross section moasurements at lower energy.
The 90 Mev _cross sections wore found to bo about tho same for heavy nuclei,
but to be considerably smaller for light nucloi, the difference becoming
more and marc pronounced as one goes down the periodic table. The only
reasona~le interpretation is that the smaller nuclei are partially trans-
parent, allowing some of the neutrons to pass right through without any
effect c This idea can be devoloped still farther; one can think of
nuclear matter as a gas through which fast nucleons can move with a certain
mean free path, of tho order of tho diameter of light nuclei. This mean
free path can be computod from tho moasurod proton and neutron Cross .
sections. The latter is given roughly by tho difference between the
measured deuteron and proton cross sections and is roughly one third the
proton cross sectton. i-}hen this is done it is found to be consistent with
the degree of transparenny observed for all tho nuclei examined. Thus we
have a transparent or gaseous model instead of a liqUid drop model. This'
result, whilo not entirely suprising in view of earlier ideas on nuclear 
forces, is completely new as far as experimental confirn~tion is concerned.
Furtho:i.' cross section measurements are now being done using the high energy
part of the neutron distribution picked out by a bismuth fission chamber'
used as a neutron detector. These experiments are not complete but prelimi
nary results soem to indicato a still greator,transparency at high anergy.

4. Detailed StUdy of Reactions in tho Light Elements., The ideas
discussed above furnish a model from which certain features of nuclear
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reactions can be predicted; comparison of those predictions with experiment
al results then gives a further check on the correctness of the model.
According to the older "liquid drop" model, when a particle strikes a
nucleus it is stopped and gives up its whole energy. The nucleus is then
"hot" or highly excited and evaporates nucleons until it has cooled down.
The number of particles evaporated is roughly proportional to tho energy
of the incident particle. Therefore the yield of any particular product
should first increase with bombarding energy, then decrease at still high
er energy, becQuse of ~he ovapor~tion of still more particles. This
behavior is well known in the region of a few million volts bombarding
energy. The "gaseous" modol however leads to different results at high
energies, where the mean free path of nucleons in nuclear matter becomes
comparable to the diameters of nuclei. Then tho bombarding particle may
go through with no effect, or it may make a single collision giving up
part of its energy, or it may make two or more collisions, the relative
chanceS of these events being governed by simple probability laws~ After
a collision the nucleus may havo different degrees of excitation. If the
excitation is small. one or two particles evaporate giving a single reac·
tionj if it is high, many particles evaporate giving a many-phrticle reac
tion (what is called a IIstar" when seen in a cloud chamber or photographic
emulsion). The yield of a given product should, according to this picture,
first increase With bombarding energy, then remain roughly constant. This
typo of behaVior has been observed in several reactions, such as tho forma
tion of radioactive ell from stable 012 by proton, deuteron, and helium
ion bombardment. In some othor cases, such as in the formation of Na24
from A127 by deuteron bombardment, tho other type of reaction requiring
complete stopping of the incidont particle is sufficiently important that
there appears in tho curve of yield versus energy a peak in addition to tho
flat plateau. The basic theory of these effects has been given by the
theoretical group.

The experimental studies are made in sevoral ways. When tho product
is r~dioQctive tho activity can be measured after bombardmont. By vary
ing tho energy, the "excitation curve\! is obtained; by bombarding different
substances in ~he same beam, relative cross sections for activation arc
found; finally, if the boam strength is measured, absoluto cross sections
are obtained. Excitation curves for the formation of 011 from 012 by pro
tons and deuterons and helium ions have been done. Also the reactions of
deuterons and helium ions on A127 giving Na24 and Na22 have boen examined
in this way, and still other reactions are at present bei~g studied. The
theory of the carbon reaction wlth protons has been worked out in some
detail.

Relative cross sections for a number of reactions produced by 90 Mev
neutrons in the elements 0, N, 0, and F have been measured, and it is found
that all possible radioactive products (at least all those having half-lives
in the region investigated) are produced in each case, with definite relatiy,e
yields which can be compared with tho theory. .

Some data on relative cross sections for proton - induced reactions
h~~e been obtained. Absolute yields have been measured for production of ell
frcm 012 by proton and neutron bombardment. The values obtained check those
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computed roughly, probably within the accuracy of tho theory, which requires
certain approximations. The ratio of these two cross sections is less
sensitive to the approximations, arid tho fact that it is about three times
as big for protons as for neutrons cnn be takon as further significant
evidence for the existence of exchange forces.

Many - particle reactions are observed most easily as "stars" in cloud
chambers and photographic emulsions, An Gxtensive statistical study of
stars made by deuterons and alpha-particles in photographic plates has
been compared with the theoretical predictions and shows good general
agreement. Many very fine pictures of stars in cloud chamber have been
obtained. .

5. ~otail~d study of Roactions in Heavy Elements. lqhen large
nuclei are bombarded, tho chance for many collisions. occurring in the
nucleus is great, and processes involving high excitatiqn are relatively
more abundant, although single reactions are still not completely excluded.
Thus a very groat varliety of products involving the ej'ection of varidus
numbers of nucleons is to be expected and. has been found in all the elemonts
tried. The problem of soring out the vatious activo p~oducts involves
chemical sepe,rations' as well as physical measUl"ements, and therefore this
work has boen done mostly by the chcnicnl group. Since their part of the
report will describe it in detail~ nothing need be s£'..id here beyond the
fact that reactions of great complexity involving the ejection of many
neutrons and protons havo been identified. In fact, it is probably not
wrong to say that any nucleus bombarded with the high energy de~terons

or helium ions from the l84-inch cyclotron gives to some extent every
possible product that CD.n be mD.de by ejecting particlos from it.

Another important observation is that high energy bombardment gives
rise to fission in elements where it has not been seen before. The
word "fission" implies a reaction in which the nucleus brcnks into large
pieces, usually into two roughly equal pnrts. The other kind of reD.ction
where small parts or individual particles evaporate off is sometimes
called IIspallation ll to distinguish it from fission. The chemistry group
hnve estnblished the occurrence of fission in clements as far down as
tnntalum when bombnrded by the. high energy helium ions. The fission pro
ducts occur mixed up with all the many spallation products in the same
target, so it is clear thnt highly developed chemical methods have hD.d to
be used for sorting them out. One interesting fact thnt has emerged is
that the distribution in sizes of the fission frD.gments in these cases
is quite different from what it is when tho fission is produced by slow
neutrons in uraniura or plutonium. Therefore the detailed mechanism of the
fission reaction must be quite different at high energy.

Direct observation of fission by physical methods CD.n be made by
observing the l~rge pulses of ionization given by the passage of the frag
ments through an ionization chamber. This has been done, using tho fast
neutrons as bombnrding pnrticles. Fission was found in Pt, Au, Hg, Tl,
Bi and some separated lead isotopes, and the relative yields from those"
substances and the v~rintion of yield with neutron energy were measured.
Tho throrctical interpretation of the results is complicated but when made

. I
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should· yield some information on tho mechanism of tho process at these
energies.

6. Conclusion. All the results givGn abovQ can be tied together
in terms of elomentary forces between nucleons, and allow a much closer
specifi9ation of these forces than was possible before. However there
are other types of processes that one might hope to observe at high energy.
These are processes in which neutrons and protons thomselves arc altered,
creatod, or destroyed, or in which certain peculiar particles called
"mesotrons ll are produced. Whon these procosses are seon and stUdied, a
much more intimate understanding of the nature of nucloar matter will be
possible. One can say that all tho phenomena soon so far in ~he labora
tory can be understood in terms of mere rearrangements of fundamontal
particles, whilo there is reason to believe from cosmic ray data artd
from theoretical speculations that at high enough energy the fundamontal
particles themselves can be broken up. Searches havo already been made
in this laboratory for nogativoproxons and for mesotrons produced by high
energy bombardment. Nono have been found J but, the' search has" not been
abandoned and the hope of finding such things when the cyclot~on has been
modified ~o g~vc 350 Mev protons is much better. It is also hoped. that
tho synchrotron triar bo able to n1tlke meso·trons whon it is compl.eted. and
if these fail to do so thero is still the possibility of building a beva
tron to mako particles of still higher energy.
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B. ~d Chamber Program.

Wilson Powell

1. Survey of Deve10p~nt. General procedure has been to make as
many useful observations as development of techniques and apparatus would
permit. The type of observations, their limitations and value are des
cribed.

The l84-inch cycidt~on produced a beam for the first time near mid
night on November 1, 1946. About two months b~fore,one man had been i

assigned to cloud chambe~ work. A cloud chamber lent by Wilson M. Powell
to the labofatory ~as adapted for cyclotron u~e and prepared in tfume to
make observations. During the first half hour of operation of tHe cycio
tron a phot(jgraph -Was obtained' of a nuclear disintegration. This obser-

'vatloh confirmed the presence of high energy rteutrons in the cyclbtron
beam.

Earlier in the fall of 1946 Professor R. B. Brode directed the con
struction of a cloud chamber and part of the electrical control circuits.
At the same time designs' were made by w. Y. Powell of a large solenoid
magnet for the cloud chamber. This magnet was designed to ,give a field
of 10,000 gauss over a circle Ie inches in diameter.

During construction of the magnet, work was done with the original
small chamber. A field of 10,000 gauss on this chamber permitted explora
tory work to go on although none of this work had the accuracy needed for
measuring the high energy particles appearing in the neutron beam from the
cyclotron. Also the lack of shielding around the cyclotron made study of
events of interest 'very difficult. However, much valuable experience in
operation with the cyclotron was obtained, and qualitative results on ener
giesand types of events and particles appearing in the neutron beam
appeared.

The larger chamber, which will be called' the l6·inch chamber here
after, was used without magnetic field and attempts were made to measure
high energies by placing lead plates across the chamber. This attempt
did not meet with success because of the confusion arising from lack of
shielding. Some evidence appeared for the existence of protons with ener
gies above 100 Mev but this was not capable of proof until the large mag
net could be used.

In March 1947 the large magnet was completed and energized by a sub~

stitute generator so that a field of 9500 gauss was obtained. Almost im
mediately it was possible to show that a few protons in the neutron beam
had energies as high as 195 Mev. This unexpectedly high energy was subse
quently explained by Professor R. Serber who predicted the distribution
with energy of the neutrons in the beam. Thus far we have not found any
significant variation from the predicted energy distribution though no
special effort has been expended on this problem. These high energy tracks
were described in a report at the meeting' of the American Physical Society
at Stanford.
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Attempts were made to confirm the existence of these high energy
particles by passing them through lead plates in the chamber, but again
lack of adequate shielding made this sufficiently difficult so that only
a few confirming tracks were obtained.

The problem of the scattering of protons by neutrons in the neutron
beam is the most fundamental one within the grasp of present techniques.
Every effort was directed towards obtaining data ,~ich would determine the
facts. Paraffin and carbon plates were placed side by side in a chamber
and the energy and angular distribution of the protons from each plate
determined. This experiment was difficult and was obscured by excessive
background. Turbulence in the chamber near the plates made curvature
measurements inaccurate, and it was difficUlt to determine (though not
impossible) which tracks went through the plates and which started in
the p1ates.

As soon as the shielding around the cyclotron was completed the cioud
chamber was moved outside and the beam was carefully collimated ~Q as to
go through the center of the chamber. The reduction in badkgrourid improved
the observations tremendously and a few runs were made with oxygen in the
chamber. The abundance of oxygen stars (complete nuclear expiosions of
oxygen atoms) make it possible to obtain enough data in a few hours running
of the cyclotron to keep a group of technicians working for several months
on the interpretation.

Oxygen has been broken un into as many as six fragments visible in the
cloud chamber and p~iminary work has been done to determine what these
fragments are and how much energy they have.

After many experimental runs with different types Of shielding it at
last became possible to make accurate measurements of the scattering of
protons by the neutron beam. An intense pulse of neutrons from thecyclo
tron is sent through the center of the cloud chamber. In September the
first of these pictures was obtained showing protons knocked out of the
hydrogen gas in the cloud chamber. The new mine sweeper generator for the
cloud chamber gave a magnetic field of 14,000 gauss instead of the 10,000
gauss expected. By skillful design and careful assembly of the electrical
parts it was possible with the experience obtained in using the apparatus
to more than double the power obtained from the mine sweeper generator.
Our cloud chamber magnet has been turned on and off nearly 10,000 times
and although the forces in the magnet amount to many tons it has shown no
signs of wear at all.

Since September all efforts have been directed towards obtaining ac
curate results on neutron-proton scattering. bfore than '3000 individual
cloud chamber photographs have been examined and from these accurate mea
surements have been made on over 600 protons scattered by the neutrons.
The fact that everything that a proton does in a cloud chamber leaves a
visible record makes this work of great importance because errors due to
incorrect interpretation are likely to be small. The measuring eouipment
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and techniques have b'een very accurately worked out. The photographs are
reprojected in three dimensions by means of a double projector imitating
in detail the optics of the special double camera used to take the photo-

,graphs.

2. Calculations. Careful calculations and estimates of the ranges of
particles which might apoear in the chamber have been made. Special for
mulas have been developed by Professor R. Serber's group for calculating
errors due to scattering of protons in the gas in the chamber. All these
calculations assure the accuracy of our measurements and, most important
of all, allow us to recognize at once any new discoveries which might ap
pear in the cloud chamber.

3. New Cloud Chamber Magnet. In the next two weeks a new magnet
using iron to increase the magnetic field will be tried out. Our earlier
results showed the necessity for a stronger magnet because many of the nu
clear explosions send out large fragments which can be identified only with
a very powerful magnet. The new magnet, Uses coils identical with the ori
ginal one in every respect.

On October 24th, helium gas Was put in the cloud chamber and the he
lium atom was broken up for the first time. Calculations sh6W tHat a neu
tron capable of breaking up the helium atom must have an energy of at least
47 Mev. This makes it the hardest atom of all. The cloud chamber showed
more than ten cases of this break-up in a run four hours long~
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c. Photographic Film Program. E. Gardner

1. Introduc~ion. One method that has been used to detect the high
energy particles from the l84-inch Berkeley cyclotron is by means of.
photographic plates .. Photographic plates made espeoially for detecting
charged particles are available commercially, and it has been found that
these standard plates are well suited to the needs. The results are
similar to those obtained with the cloud chamber, but the information is
not as complete. Since the tracks recorded by the photographic plates
are seldom more than a few millimeters in length, it is not possible to
observe bending in a magnetic field. Also, the identificatlonof particles
by grain count in photographic plates is not as good as identification by
droplet count in the cloud ohamber. On the other hand, some types of data
oan be collected ~ery rapidly by means of photographic plates. If the
plates are exposed in such a way that there is one event per field of
view under the microscope, or even one event per ten fields of view, there
will be thousands of events on each plate, Another factor which makes the
photographic plate technique valuable is that the plates ctirt dften be
placed in positions Which ate inacoessible~o other types of deteotors.

The use of photographic plates in cbnnection with the l84-inch Berkeley
cyclotron may be grouped as follows: (a) to count numbers of particles,
(b) to study stars in photographic emulsions, and (0) instrumentation, e.g.
to study tracks of known particles for the purpose of describing charac
teristics of the plates.

2. Photogra hic Plates Used to Count Numbers of Particles. One
applica ion 0 p 0 ograph1c pates 1S in 1n ing he number 0 charged
particles striking a given area. A problem of this type which has been
worked on is the study of protons from the target of the l84-inch cyolotron.
This study is described in a paper "Energy Distribution of Protons from a
Target Bombarded by 190 Mev Deuterons" by Chupp, Gardner, and Taylor.

P program has been started in which it
particles by means of photographic plates.
is planned to study scattering of deuterons
materials.

is planned to detect scattered
If the method works well, it
and protons on various

3. Study of Star~ in Photographic Emulsions. Photographic plates
mounted on a probe have been exposed to the circula.ting beam in the 184
inch cyclotron in such a.manner that the beam strikes the edge of the
emulsion. When the plates are developed and examined under the mioro
scope they are found to contain stars of a number of types. In the case
of 190 Mev deuterons, the plates are not sensitive enough'.to record the
tracks of the incoming particles. For stars of this type it is not
ordinarily possible to find out what type of nucleus is responsible for
the disintegration. Furthermore, it is not known how many neutrons are
given off or in whioh directions, so it is not possible to make a momentum
or an energy balance. Thus it appeared that a detailed study of individual
stars would not yield results which could be interpreted very easily. One
can, however, tabulate average properties of the stars such as the number
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of prongs (i.e., the number of tracks making up the star). The experi
mental observation of these quantities can then be compared with theo
retical predictions.

A group of about 1200 stars initiated by deuterons was observed and
average properties were tabulated. The group included about 300 st~rs at
each of four deuteron energies.

A study is now being made to find the average properties of stars
initiated by alph&-particles. For stars initiated by alpha-particles
it is possible to see the track of the initiating particle. Thus, in
addition to information about numbers of prongs, it is also possible to
find the cross section for formation of stars. This is now being done by
counting sections of tracks made by alpha-particles and the stars orig
inating on these tracks.

4. ,Instrumentation.. A stUdy has been made of alpha-particle and
deuteron tracks in photographic plates in order to contribute .to the
usefulness of the plates as tools of research. It is found that, with
some types of emulsions, it is possible to distinguish between alpha
particle tracks and deuteron tracks.
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D. other Experim~ntal Studi~.
,

E. Segre

1. Astatine Studies. An extensive study of astatine (element 85) has
been undertaken. This element is the heaviest of the halogens and can be
only produced artificially. The first isotope, of mass 211, was discovered
at the Radiation Laboratory in 1940 by bombarding Bi vdth alpha particles
of the 60-inch cyclotron. 'The war prevented a thorough investigation of
this substance and in 1946 the work was renewed. The isotope of mass 211
has a half-life of 7.5h and it would be highly desirable to find one with
a longer life in o~der to be able to work ~ore leisurely and ultimately
to accumulate a weighable amount of the new element. Fo!' this reason an
attempt was made to £br~ some new isotopes of astatine. At212 With a half
life of only 0.48 and At210 vdth a half-iife of 8.3h were SUccessfully
prepared, bUt.because of their' shorthalf.lives do not ~epresent an improve~
ment with respect to At2l1• However, At210 emits garrunaradiation of about
1 Mev whereas At2l1 emits onlyalph·a-ptirticles and this ,.fact is of consider....
able advantage fd~ some types of investigations. Other isotopes of At can
not be expected to be formed with the 60-inch cyclotron, but with the 184-
inch it should be po~~ible to discover several more.

Chemical investig&tions on the tracer scale have been performed vdth
At2ll and At210•

2. Excitation ~unctions. ' Another problem on which work was done is
the one of determining excitation functions i.e. the cross section of cer
tain nuqlei for special nuclear reactions as a function of the energy of
the bombarding part:i.cle. It is especially important, at the present state
of our knowledge of the subject, to make absolute measurements, and for this
reason bombardments that lead to alpha emitters were started for which
absolute measurements are relatively easy. TheO<n,C<2n,oOn reactions on
Bi were investigated vdth the 60-inch cyclotron. The type of curves obtain
ed are shown in Fig. 1. 'Also the dp, dn, d2n, d3n on Bi the (d13p2n) on
Al to g~ve Na~4. Some of these excitation curves at lower energies and not
on an absolute scale had; already been measured in this and other laboratories,
but the higher energy and yield of the 60-inch cyclotron has permitted sub
stantial improvements and extensions of these measurements. In this con
nection some measurements have been made of the stopping power of various
substances for alpha~particles'upto 40 Mev, which will be of general use~

fulness to worker~ ih this field. Except for oral presentations at meet
ings of the American Physical Society (JUly 12,'1947, Stanford) this work
is not yet pUblished, but tho experimental part, at loast for Bi, is
practiQally compl~te.

It.iS planned to extend thd measurements to other substances in orde~
to obtain a survey Over sover&l elements.

, j~ Variat::i.ohof.. Hplf-ii£c With Chemirc?-t Combination. In orbital elec
tron capture the p~6bability df capture is proportional to the probability
or fintling the electron to be captured at tho nucieus~ Fo~ a very light
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element like Be7 it seems po..-Ssible to change the I x (0) 12 enough by
passing from one chemical compound to another, to affect in an observable
way the half-life of the substance. With the invaluable co-operation of
the Ames group which has performed the difficult metallurgical reductfons
involved in the preparation of the samEles, the half-life of Be7 metal has
been compared with the half-life of Be7 oxide. The relative variation of
the decay constant observed is 6.;...... 3x10-4 ± 2x10-4• The reason for the
smallness of the effect is not knoWn. It is possible that the x (0) in the
two substances is very much the same, although this is slightly surprising
because, although real calculations are extremely difficult, estimates led
one to expect a D.. ~ between 10-2 and 10-3• It has not yet been decided
whether or not to repeat the experiment With other Be compounds. For this
experiment a system of differential ionization chambers was built which is
very sensitive and with moderately strong sources (0.1 mgn Ra eg.) allows
the determination of the half-life of a substance in times of the order of
1% of the half-life with a precision of few percent. This work has been'
presented orally at a meeting of the American Physical Society (Stanford,
July 12, 1947 tIDDC 1098).

4. Fission. As soon as the l84-inch cyclotron started working, many
new scientific problems became accessible t~ experiment, and new detecting
techniques to take advantage of the new machine had to be developed. In
particular it was desirable to have detectors sensitivoonly to very high
energy neutrons and a fission chamber containing bismuth as the fissionable
material was made to this effect. The fission of Bi, pt, Tl, Hg, Au" Pb
nuclei was investigated. This study, however, was superficial because other
pressing problems had to be attacked and it was hoped to ronew the study
of fission under high energy bombardments later. The results of this in
vestigation are reported in BP-112.

5. Neutron - Proton Collision. One of the most important problems
in nuclear physics is the law of interaction of elementary particles, es
pecially between the neutron and proton. A1l the ,information that can be
collected at low energy has been accumulated and interpreted in the last
fifteen years •. At present, progress can be obtained only by using high
energy particles. This situation is well kno1TI1 among physicists and one
of the first tas~s set for tho 184-inch cyclotron was the investigation of
the n - p collision. In view of the great importance of the problem, various
groups tried this experiment by different t~chniques. In this experiment
telescopes of coincident proton counters and neutron detectors of various
kinds were used. The qualitative results of these investigations, by other
groups and by ourselves, point to a large fraction of exchange forces be
tween neutrons and protons, but a quantitative result has not been obtained
and most of the effo~t is concentrated at present on this subject.

An oral presentation of the results obtained so far vull be given at
the Los Angeles meeting of the American Physical Society. The work mention
ed above has been done by full or part time employees of the Atomic Energy
Commission. In addition to this, several graduate students of the University,
not on the payroll of the Atomic Energy Commission, have been working on
excitation functions using the 60-inch cyclotron. Their work is not report
ed here although it is in close relation to the work reported under 2., .
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The'main direction of wartime research at the Radiation Laboratory did
not lead, in contrast to other installations, to the development of a larger
instrument section and the availability of considerable quantities of radia
tion detection and counting equipment. In addition, the pulsed character
of the beam from present day accelerators, particularly the synchro-cyciotron,
imposes very stringent demands upon counting equipment. Accordingly, much
effort has been devpted to the construction of such equipment for research
and health physics purposes and to the development of apparatus to meet our
special neods. ~he,laboratory is now quito well equipped ~Qth the essential
equipment although much further work is required before all needs arc ade
quately met.

Conventional high speed proportional counters have been successfully
applied to counting problems associated with the cyclotron (e.g. neutron
proton scattering) when used in multiple coincidence circuits. Vlliile this
involves the use of a considerable amount of equipmont, it provides a satis
factory' solution to the problems raised by the high instantaneous counting
rates resulting from the pulsing character of the cyclotron beam. Consider
able work has been done on the development of crystal counters (silver
chloride crystals have been most extensively used) and associated electron
equipment. In this connection it appears that considerable improvement in
the band width of amplifiers can be obtained through pulsed operation of the
amplifiers in synchronism with the cyclotron beam. It is hoped that by
these techniques, and others such as spark counters which are also under
development, it may be possible to so increase tho speed of counters as to
significantly alleviate this problem.

Development of methods for the measurement of fast neutrons has receiv
ed considerable attention. In addition to ionization chambers and thres
hold detectors (such as C12(n,2n)Cll), a satisfactory bismuth fission chamber
has boen constructed and used for certain experirr~nts.

Measurement of the radioactive carbon content of various substances
is of great importance in biological and other applications of the tracer
technique using C14. Satisfactory measurement techniques have been worked
out and set up to handle this on a routine basis.
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VI Theoretical Physics

R. Serber

Introduction. The work of the Theoretical Group during the past year can
be grouped under three main headings; the theoretical aspects of the
construction, operation, and use of accelerators, and the instrumentation
of various experiments; the scattering experiments (neutron-proton, neutron
neutron, and protbn-proton scattering) which give direct information on
the nature of nuclear forces; and the mechanism of high energy nuclear
reactions. In addition, it is felt that the theoretical group is perform
ing a useful function in training a dozen graduate students as theoretical
physici sts.

A. Tho Theoretical Aspects of the Construction, Operation, and Use of
ACcelerator~ and the Instrmnentation of Various Experiments. TI~e---

theoretical work on tho dynamics of particles in the acoelerators was
begun late in 19L~5; tho first detailed papor, liTho TIlOory of the Synohro
tron ll

, appeared last year. A second paper, liTho Theory of the Synchro
Cyc lotron" was ,vri tten during the Spring, and has since been publi shed.
~'he actual operation of the 184-inch cyolotron agreed quite well with the
expectations developed in these papers; the only significant effect which
had been overlooked was tho effoct of resonanoe between vertioal and hori
zontal beam osoillations in slightly reducing' attainable energy. The
theory of this resonance effect has been worked out, and a paper is now in
preparation by Henrich and Sewell explaining it, giving a detailed des-.
cription and analysis of the operation of the machine. TI1e beam dynamics
in the linear accelerator had also been worked out last year, and the'
theory was applied as problenls arose. A brief account of this work will
be given at the Los Angeles meeting of the AmoricanPhysical Society on
January 2, 1948. Work is also in progress on qUGstions arising in the
dosign of the bevatron.

Numerous calculations havG been made for the experimental groups,
Gog., calculations concerning the cyclotron deflector system and estimates
of requirements and performance for various proposed experimental set ups.
A good deal of work has also been done on range energy relations of high
energy particles. The calculated ranges of 190 Mev deuterons in various
mater~als are in satisfactory agreement with lueasurements made by Stephan
and Thornton.

Under the heading "Usc of the Cyclotron" we may include the theory of
deuteron stripping. This mechanism for the production of high energy
neutron and proton beams was first investigated in the Summer of 1946.
The reality of the effect was confirmed as soon as the cyclotron went into
operation, and detailed studies of the neutron angular distributions for
targets of the full range of atomic numbers wore made by Helmholtz,
McMillan and Sewell. The calculated distdbutionsagree quite well with
those obsorvations. The observed energy distribution of the stripped
protons also agrees well with that predicted, as docs the total yield.
The mechanism of this convenient effect is thus folt te be well understood.
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B. The Scattering Experiments. A good part of the effort of the theo
retical group has gone into developing methods of treating scattering
problems at high energy, since it was felt that the most important infor
mation which could be obtained with the high energy particles now available
would be more precise knowledge of the forces which act be~veen nuclear
particleso The experiments on n - p scattering being carried out by York
and by Powell and his group show clearly that both exchange and non
exchange forces act, and indicate that the '~ro kinds of force are present
in about equal amounts. A force of this kind, half exchange and half
ordinary, can be oxplained in a simple way by saying that in tho course
of the interaction a neutron or proton completely forgets which kind of
particle it was to begin,with. However it is a quite different type of
force than any in current fashion. Calculations by Firucelstein show that
it is possible to get a fairly good fit to the observed angular distribu
tion, and to the total cross section measured by Cook, McMillan, Sowell
and Peterson, by ustrig a force with this exchange character and a reason
able dependence on radius (eog., a Yukawa well). Their calculations were
based on the Born a~proximation, Which nlay be off by as much as 20 per
cent. 7[e have deve10ped an improved method of calculating Cross sections,
based on a variation. principle due to SchWinger, which gives :mu6h more
reliable result s than the Born approximation and is much simpler than other
exi sting methods. Calculations using this l-aethod are now in progress.
It will be applied to n - nand p - p scattering also. To crnnplete the
story, a study is being lnade of the relativistic effects which may be ex
pected at these velocities.

C. Mechani sm of High Ene rgy Nuc lear Reacti ons. Our thi rd group of pro
blems has to' do with forming a picture of what nuclear reactions are like
at high energy, and developing and elaborating the model of comparison
with the experimental findings. The general ideas of what would occur
were first formulatod during a series of lectures at the Radiq:tion Labora
tory in the Spring of 1946. Vfuen the cyclotron got into operation, the
general feature of the nuclear events as they TIere observed Were in very
good qualitative agreement with what had been expected. Since then we
have boen making more detailed and quantitative crnnparisons between the
exp~riments and our model.

TIle model is based on the idea that for high energy of the bombarding
particle, its collision time with nuclear particles is so short that one
can treat the collisions as taking place between the incident particle and
individual particles in the nucleus. Seoondly, at high energy the cross
section for such a collision between tvro particles gets so small that the
nucleus begins to become transparent to the bombarding particle. It will
frequently pass through the nucleus and emerge having lost only a fraction
of its energy.

The transparency of the nucleus to high energy neutrons has been
shovm by the measurements of cross sections for 90 Mev neutrons carried
out by Cook, McMillan, Sewell and Petorson. The fact that the indident
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particle may lose only a fraction of its energy in traversing tho nucleus
explains the results of the experiments by Seaborg, Perlman and their
group which show that a wide range of radioactive end products results
from energy bombardment of a nucleus, since a wide range of end products
shows a wide tange of energy transfers to the nucleus. Tho same' point is
illustrated by the measurements of cross sections for a number of reactions
as a function of energy. The general behavior of these excitation curves
is in agreement with theoretical expectations and detailed calcylations
carried out by Heck!'otte and Wolfe for the reactions C12(p,pn)C 1, and
C12(n,2n)011 agree quite nicely with the observed facts. Satisfactory
agreement has also been found between ~alculations of star sizes and
angular distributions as calculated by Horning, and the observations of
stars j.n photographic plates made by Gardner.

In addition to the effects produced by the neutron striking the
nucleus, it was prodicted that tho shadow cast by tile nucleus would give
rise to diffraction scattering at small angles. Striking experiments
by Hildebrand have fully confirmed tho description of this effect.

Further attempts to give dotai led explanations' of experimen'ts on
high energy reactions aro in progress.
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yI.I. I_s 0l::...'?P.!3_Besea~cl1... Pr_ol~r~

B. J. Moyer

h-XC _Q..aJ.uvon. The entire period has been Given to the program of
relocating the XC facilities. Since January 1, 1947, the following
operations have been accomplished.

1. The ing,gnet was placed on a new foundation.
2. The coils and vacuum tank were installed.
3. Engineering and plans were completed for the new building and

facilities.
4. The building was completed except for installation of plumbing,

wiring, etc.
5. A new vacuum· manifold was installed on the tank.
6. Liquid N2 evaporation system was built f or the dry N2 supply.
7. A heat exchanger was procured for the masnet cooling.
s. A 350 KW, d.h. power line, for supplying the mr~gnet current

from Building 116, is planned but not yet installed.

B. JA Calutron
~------

l~ Deve:I;:.~~ll.U.:L..§l_Small_Calutroll Uni.b., For certain specific
purposes a small calutron unit, approximately 1/2 B size, with
single arc, high-potential source, and grounded collector has
been constructed and utilized in the JA magnet. The specific
purposes were:

a. To handle small amounts of materials
b. To permit rapid processing of materials so that mass

separations on radio-activities i'lith short half-lives could
be accomplished.

c. To allow high recovery efficiency. ,

For this program the magnetic gap in JA ~·w.s altered, a new vacuum
tank constructed, shims installed, trIo recovery liners built, and
two source and collector units constructed.

The source units allow gas feed for supporting the arc while
running on small quantities of vapor of the processed material.
They also allow insertion of the charge into the charge bottle
region through a vacuum lock so as to avoid outgassing delays.
A separate report on design and operation of this source unit
is in preparation. It has b~en extensively used in the exper
imental program in isotope work.

a. Production of .ion beams of various elements. Four different
ii1e't'hOds have b'e"e"i1.$'UCcessfU'ily employed iu"'separation and
analysis problems.
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B. JA Calutron (c~{1~
,g"., Experimental PrQgr¥1

.C! •••Production of iOE_ beamli. oL vari.ous elements.

( 1) The heating of a volatile compound of the element
desired in the charge chamber (or the admission of a
vapor of the compound volatile at room temperature)
Bleeding C12 gas over heated metal in the charge .
chamber.
Suspending a metallic sample in arc chamber while,
operating the arc on a supporting gas (usually C12)
"Charge bottle reactions", such as the reduction ·of
BeO under vacuum conditions in the charge chamber.
This was accomplished by passing C12 over an intimate
mixture of BeO and catbon at elevated temperature.
The gas flow le$ directly into the arc and provided a
satisfactory Be beam.

\ )

Variations on these methods vall yield at least small beams of
anything tried thus far including: Li, Be, C, Na, ~.1g, Si,
Cr; Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, Mo, Ag, Cd, In, Sn, Sb, Te, Rare earths,
Tl, Pb. Beams large enough for quantity separation were not
always produced, but beams satisfactory for collection of
amounts needed in the experiments involved were obtained.

b. Identifications of radio-activities. Identification of the
following activities 'were made. --

(1) 24.5 min. Cu60
(2) 2.7 hr. Inlll
(3) 6 day TellS
(4) 1.8 hr. Co6l
( 5) 9.4 hr. Co62
( 6) Long life BelO·'(See section C )

In these identification experiments the processing time could
be made short enough to deal with activities with half-liZ8s
measured in minutes. For instance, with the 24.5 min. Cu
enough sample was collected at mass 60 to allow study through
six half-lives, 1'lith absorption measurements and particle
identification. Methods were developed for rapidly transforming
the metal collector pocket into a counting plate for measure
ment in a Qeiger-Mueller counter.

c. l1ethods havi4b~en developed for depositing a highly enriched
sample of C 'by the calutron, with the end in view of studying
hyperfine structure and B-ray spectrum.
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1. Radio-acti..vity Studie.~. New activities produced and studied in
the isotope program in this period were:

a. Cu60, 24.5 'min. ~+ 1 4 8 and 3.3 Mev, gamma 1~5 Mev.

The activity was induced in isotopically enriched sampies of
Ni as follows:

(p,n)
( d,2n)
(q, pn)

Cu60
Cu60
C~.J.60

Identification was made chemically, and mass assignment by
the calutron.

Energies were estimated by absorption in Pb and Al.

b. Co6l, 1.75 hr., ~- 1~3 Mev, no gamma.

)

The activity was
by the reactions

Ni~t(n,p)
Ni

65
(P, a)

Cu (n, an)

induced in enriched Ni isotopes, and in Cu,

\
/

Assignment by chemistry and calutron. Beta end point by
absorption in Al.

c. Co62, 14 min., ~- 2.5 Mev, gamma in 1.3 Mev.

The activity was induced by the reaction Ni62(n,p) Co62 • It
did not arise from neutrons bombarding any other Ni sample.

Assignment by chemistry to Co. Energies by absorption in
Fb and Al.

Coincidence counting showed the ~- M,l 0: to be
in coincidence.

d. Co
62, 9-10 hr, ~- 2.8 Mev.

Activity induced by Ni62(n,p) Co62
1 8..\1-d !(lore prominently by

Cu65(n, ~) 0062 'and cu65 (d, ap) 00 02

Assignment by chemistry ,and calutron; ~nergy by absorption
in Al. This nucleus is evidently isomeric with that mentioned
in 3.
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B. - JA Calutron (con't)
3. Radio-activity Studies icon~t)

e. RadiQ-activity of Be 0

From a Be target long used in the Washington University
cyclotron, samples of BelO were prepared. The formation of
the basic acetate by dissolving BeOH in glacial acetic acid
was employed in the chemical purification of ;the Be. Measure
ment of the isotopic abundance ratio BelO/Be9 with a mass
spectrometer, combined with measurement of the specific
activity, pe~'m~tted an evaluation of the half-life to be
(2.5 ±. 0.5)XJ.0 years.

Absorption measurements in aluminum gave a beta-particle
maximum energy of 560 .±. 10 Kev.

An approximate excitation curve was calculated from simple
theoretical considerations, with the aid of data on activity,
vs.. depth of Be in the target. The latter data was obtained
by preparing samples successively milled from the face of the
target. Theoretical predictions of yield were in satisfactory
agreement with the observed yield of .0039 active atoms per
deuteron at 16 Hev.

\ C. Mass Spectrome~~~
)

1. Analyses were made of C14 samples in support of 'work by chemists.
2. Analyses were made on Ni samples previously enriched by the

calutron.
3. The spectrometer installation was moved to the new XC building,

where it has been ilinstalled with re-designed mounting (greater
accessibility) and modified electronic circuits including a
recording system~
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CHEMISTRY

I. Nuclear Chemistry Program

By r. Perlman

Introduction

The work of the nuclear chemistry group falls into several broad cate
gories, some of which are characterized as pure nuclear research while others
are reoognizably pertine~t to the atomio energy developments of the immediate
future.· Graduate students receive training through participation in all
parts of the program.

One phase of "':;he wo:~k has to do with the nuclear properties of the heaVy"
elements, in particular, the t~ansuranium elements. These studies afford a
preview of isotopes that will appear in high energy piles of the future and
allow det~rmination of tileir fissionability and decay properties. The regu
lari ties of propet-ties that appear allow a further extrapole. tion into the
future. Along with the nuclear properties of the heavY elements, studies of
their oh~mical properties are being carried out. The informationobtairied
can be of importance for chemical prooesses for separating plutonium from
other transu~aniu~ eiements. The basic chemioal studies &lso show up odr~

relations which permit predictions in gerleral 6f ohemioal prope~ties of the
heavy elements.

The l84-inch cyolotron allows the study of nuclear transformations with
high energy partiole s. A part of the group'.s efforts is concerned with the
identification of the transformation products. This oonsists of chemical
identification followed by determination of the radioactive decay properties.
Among these problems are the determination of nuolear reaotions in which
scores of par-bicles are ejeoted from nuolei and the fission of elements in
duced by high energy particles.

A. Nuc~ear Properties of Heavy Isotopes

1. Spontaneous Fission of Curium. A program has been initiated to
determine spontaneous fission rates among newly available heavy isotopes.
These measurements are of great interest beoause it is probable that spon
tane'ous fission will beoome more prevalent as atomic number increases but
the exaot atomic number and nuclear type at which the effect becomes
prominent are not readily predictable.

Isotopes of curium, atomic number 96. can be made by irradiating
americium, a tomic n~mber 95, with neutrons in the pile. The principal iso
tope formed is Cm24

J but small amounts of higher isotopes are also pro
duced when the neutron flux is sufficiently high.

Samples of curium were tested for s,pontaneous fission and a surprisingly
high rate was encountered. The rate can be expressed in terms of a half
life if the responsible isotope is known There is experimental evidence
for assigning the fissionability to Cm242 If this is done the "half-life"
is only a few million years, corresponding to a rate many times higher than
any known up to this time.

2. Slow Neutron Fission. A number of further measurements have been
made to determine the nuclear types that undergo fi~sion with slow neutrons.
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("\ By careful measurements with the A:r-gonne pile it h possible to measure
, I appreciable cross sections for fission wi th micro-microgram amounts of

material.

Two isotopes have been found which have oross seotions for fission of
the order of magnitude of. or higher than. that of U235 These are Np238
and Pa 232; both of Which S i2nificantl,y have an odd number of neutrons. On
the other h~nd Cm242 and Pu 38 have small but measurable oross seotions.

3. New ~otopesof Americium. The previously known isotopes ofamer
icium are Atl2 and Am2'l%. the --first being an alpha-emitter of 500-years'
half-life anc~ the second a beta-emitter of lS-hours I half-life. This group
has been ext~nded by three new members. Two of these have been assigned to
Am238 and Am~39 produoed by the cyolotron bomb~rdment of neptunium and
plutonium. l'he third constitutes a very interElsting nuclea:r phenomenon since
it is an isomer of the lR-hour Am242 • This new isomer probably has a half
life of seve~al hundred years Rnd deoays by both beta- and a1pha~emission.

This is the first oase of nuolear isomerism found among the heavy elements
besides the pair whioh. is found.· among the natural radioaotivi ties) n$.mely.
UX2 1:l.nd UZ. It is interesting to note that the two pairs of isomers are of
the same nuo~ear type. that is. both have an odd number of neutrons and an
odd number of protons.

)

4. Properties of Curium Isotopes. The trends. in nuclear properties
of ourium isotopes are of importance. among other reasons. since it is
through curium that elements 97 and 98 might be reached. By carefully
examining the properties of the ourrently aooessible ourium isotopes one
might be able to predict whioh ourium isotope might be expected to beta
decay into element 97.

The isotope Cm242 O.50-days I half-life) apparently is beta-stable.
However. examination of 27-day Cm240 shows that it decays mainly by orbital
electron capture _ Both isotopes were prepared by oyclotron bombardment of
plutonium- . Another aotiyi ty is showing up, with 45-50 days I half-life
which is also unstable with respect to orbital' electron ca~ture and may be
Cm24l • With these facts it seems almost certain that Cm24 • Cm244 , and
Cm246 are beta-stable and probably Cm245 is also. Therefore Cm247 is
probably the first isotope that oan be surely expeoted to decay into ele
ment 97.

B. Chemistry of the Heavy Elements---.
1. Production and Properties of Metals. This is a oontinuation of the

program that resulted in the production or plutonium metal on the sub
milligram scale and the determination of its metallurgical. chemical and
physical properties. An attempt is being made to fill in the gaps:
protactinium (91). neptunium (93), amerioium (95). and possibly curium (96).
The difficulties are those of working with the extre~ely sm~ll amounts of
starting materials available, the chemioal nature of the metals which makes
reduotion possible only by drastio means, and the intense alpha-radioactivity
of these elements. The importance of the problem is the basic knowledge
of ohemioal properties obtainable from the metals and the praotioal know
ledge of preparing the metals for special uses.

Protactinium metal (element 91) has probably been prepared by the
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reduotioll of the potassium fluoride with metallic barium, although insuf
ficient protactinium can be obtained to oheck the results properly. The
preparation had a very high melting point (~220000) which would make it
more like tantalum than a ra.re earth. This comparison is made in order to
shed some light on the similarity of individual heavy elements with other
elements in the periodic table. The preparation showed no hydride forma
tion, unlike its neighbors, thorium and uranium. The x-ray diffraction
pattern was taken which allowed the calculation of the density as about 12.

Neptunium metal has been prepared usihg the long-Iived isotope Np237
obtained as f. ".:>y-produc·i:; of Har,ford pile operations. A special device was
made to ovel'come normal diffiedties in obtaining melting points of sub
millip-ram pellets of met€',ls anc. this was successfully used to obtain a
melting point of 6390 0 for neptunium metal. This conforms with the low
melting points of neighboring heavy elements and of the rare earths and is
quite unlike rhenium, at orie tlme thought to be the lower homologue of nep
tunium in the periodic system. With these preparations of neptunium metal
high density values of 19.7 hav8 been obtained. Using a specially con
structed micro-calorimeter it has been possible to obtain accurate thermal
data on neptunium metal and it3 compounds such as the heat of solution of
the metal.

After laboriously working up large volumes of certain plutonium Wastes
it has been possib).e to obtain a number of mil1i~rams of americium ;(element
95) in the form of the 500-year alpha-emitter Am 41 This has been the
source of americium for a large number of experiments of which metal pro
duction was one. One point of great interest was the finding that the
density of the metal is probably in the rahge 10-12, unlike its neighbor
plutonium. This phenomenon is encountered in the rare earth elements with
europium and gives added proof for the actinide hypothesis for the structure
of the heavy elemen ts since amedo ium falls in the same posi tion with
respect to actiniv.m as europium does With lanthanum, its prototype in the
rare earth series., The melting point of americium metal-is relatively low,
that is; arou~d 850°0 which again is very unlike iridium, . a possible
homologue on another hypothesis.

2. Chemistry of Americium. This element has been shown to have the
chemistry pre-dominantly of a trivalent ion in solution. However', it has
been possible under powerful oxidizing conditions to oxidize it to what is
apparently the pentavalent state in mildly alkaline solution (carbonate
solution). 'I;he compound formed has similar properties to pentavalent plu
tonium, that is, it has a very low solubility in carbonate solution. The
compound can be dissolved in dilute acid solution where it is reduced by
the water at a measurable rate. As a result its absorption spectrum has
been taken and found to be distinctly different from that known for the
trivalent state.

The conditions for preparing a lower oxidation state analogous to the
divalent state of europium are being worked out but no unambiguous results
have been obtained.

Two methods for performing the difficult separation of americium from
rare earths and from curium have been worked out which do not involve
alteration ofoxid~tion states. One of these involves complex ion forma
tion (ohelation) with fluorinated diketones. In this case the americium
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is more readily oomplexed and extracted into benzene than is lanthanum, a
rare earth, but the separation from curium is not very effective. The pro
cedure is of some importance in that lanthanum is present in the only
present souroes of americium. The second method consists of column adsorp
tion on synthetic resins and selective elution according to procedures
sug,ested by similar work at Clinton Laboratories. This method has ,been
developed to give very fine separations and has allowed the quantitative
removal of curium from americium and both from rare earth elements,.

OtheI' oomparisons between the heaviest elements and the rare earths
have been made with americium. These include relative affinities for
fluoride ion, which infonmation is valuable in precipitation prodesses
involving fluorides. It has been found that ~are earth ions form fluoride
complexes and then precipitate more readily than does americium.

In non-aqueous systems A~F3 has been prepared and its ct~stal structure
determined by x-ray diffraction methods. Oxides of americium are also under
inves tiga tion,

3. Cherdstry of Neptunium. A program is under way to study selected
phases of neptunium chemistry because of its importance as an element
formed in piles and beoause it affords the best example of an element in
which the pentavalent sta to is prominent. Among the results obtained so '
far are the preparation of compounds of neptunium(V), the finding that the
neptunium(V) nitrate is not extraoted into solvents that extract uranium(VI)
and plutonium(VI), and the finding that insoluble fluorides will carry from
solution,appreoiable quantities of neptunium(V). Other studies involve the
preparation and determination of the crystal structure of oxides and halides
of all oxidation states of neptunium.

4. Isola t,ion and Chemical Properties of, Curium. A small amount of
americium was irradiated for man~months in one of the Hanford piles, as a
result of which a number of micrograms was transmuted to the 150-day Cm242
By column adsorption methods the extre~ely small amount of curium wassepa
rated from amerioium, concentrated, and finally isolated as a relatively
pure compound. This is the last of the known trans uranium elements to be
isolated. The availabiJ,i ty of visi1:>le amounts of curium allows some mea
surements that cannot be made at tracer concentrations.

Spectrographic an.alysis was made of the preparation and it was found
to be pure although limits of detection of impurities are of the order of
several per cent with samples of the size used. In i;;he measurement several
dozens of curium emission lines were catalogued giving independent confir
mation of the presence of a new element. Using micro-adaptors the absorp
tion spectrum in solution was measured in a spectrophotometer. There was
no detectable absorption in the visible spectrum but heavy absorption in
the ultraviolet. These properties are wha t would be expected according to
the actinide hypothesis for heavy element structure sinoe curium falls in
this series in the same position as gadolinium in the rare earth series, and
gadolinium does not absorb light in the visible region.

The trivalent nature of curium deduced previously from tracer experi
ments has been confirmed from the properties of curium at high ooncentra
tions.
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( ) c. Nuclear Transformations with High En,ergy Particles

1. Spallation Reaotions. "Spallation" is a new term to indicate nuc
lear processes in which a high enerry particle gives energy to a nuoleus
which ejects many particles in dissipating the energy. The determination
of spallation products gives information on the behavior of highly excited
nuclei and results in the discovery of many new radioactive species not
obtainable at lower energies. The work has taken the form of examining the
reactions from bombardment of representative elements in different parts of
the periodic table. These elements which are being bombarded along with
their atomic numbers are uranium (92), bismuth (83), tantalum (73), antimony
(51), arsenic (33), and copper (29). Most of the work to date has been
done with uranium, antimony, arsenic and copper. Beoause of the extreme
complexi~ of the ptocesses resulting from irradiation with particles of
hundreds of millions of electron volts energy, the generalizations that
will become possible canhot yet be made.

Uranium-238 when irradiated with 200-Mev deuterons shows a long range
of reaction pr.odudts. Typical of these are 92U230, 89Ac225, 86Ra223 (AcX);
85At211 , 79k~l96, 760s191, 75Rel86. !t is apparent th~t some new phedomena
are involved since over 50 uni tscf mass have been removed which would be
energetically impossible if they should come out instantaneously as neutrons
and protons. Besides these spallation reactions, fission is also observed·.

c )
Reactions with bismuth and high energy deuterons have produced spal

lation reactions whose distt'ibution is being followed·. Also radioactive
isotopes of bismuth. of low nn ss are produced which emit alpha-particles.
These are the lowest mass alpha-emitters known above lead and are therefore
of interest in nuclear theory. Bombardment of bismuth with deuterons has
prod\l.ced another new ~pe of nuclear process in which an element two higher
in atomio number is produced, in this case 85At2ll. The mechanism has not
yet been proved but it is believed that high energy deuterons oan eject

. alpha-particles from the bismuth,which themselves are of sufficiently high
energy to react with other bismuth nuclei giving an element two greater in
atomio number than bismuth.

Spallation reactions with antimony, arsenic and copper have shown that
isotopes well below the target element and as far as some forty mass units
lower can be produced. Also, for a particular product element, isotopes
are formed that are both heavier and lighter than stable isotopes for that
element. This means that competing reactions take place in which predomi
nantly neutrons are ejected on the one hand and predominantly charged par'"
ticlas on the other. The sorting out of th~ yields of the many competing
reactions will help in the understanding of nuclear reactions in general.
In these studies a nu~ber of new isotopes have been produced as well as
previously known isotopes by new mechanisms. Some of these new isotopes and
others the. t will be fa und may prove to be valuable traoers.

2. Fission of Ura.nium and Thorium. The characteristics of heavy ele
ment fission were studied at medium energies (40-Mev alpha-particles) and
at high energies (200-Mev deuterons and 400~Mev alpha-particles). ene of
the differences from slow neutron fission lathe diniinution of the valley
between the peaks for the heavy and light fra~mentscha:racteristicof
aSYmmetric' fission. With high enerry induced fission a wide range of 'fission
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produ~ts is obtained but the symmetrical cleava~e seems to be nearly as
probable as the asymmetrio process.

~" Fiss~Q~ of ~ight Elements. It has been po ssible to produce the
fission reaction in such elements as bismuth (element 83), lead (82),
llhalliuln On), platinum (78), and tanta.lum (73), with high energy pa,rticles.
Fission ha~ been observed in one or more of the oases cited with alpha
particles, deuterons and neutrons. In the case of bismuth it is fb und
that partioles of about 50-Mev energy are required to produce fission in
measurableyield..In general the prObability of fission goes down with
dec rea se in energya.nd with dec rease in atoinic number.

MOst interesting is the apparent mechanism for the fission of these
light element~. By measuring the distribution of fission products, ~t is
found that the mass sum of the two fragments is smaller than the mass of
the starting nuoleus. Also neutron deficient fission products are noted,
which is quite unlike the slow neutron fission of uranium. The mechanism
proposed is that the fission process is preoeded by the ejectdon of 10-15
neutrons from the highly exoited compound nuoleus. Theoretioally a
neutron deficient heavy isotope should undergo.fission more- readily and the
experimental results would be explained.
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II. Chemistr;v or Astatine

E. Segre and R. Leininger

UCRL-14

l.

A. Introduction

Astatine 211 was used exclusively for the chemical studies. Carrier
free Samples were easily prepared by distillation of the astatine ~rom the
bismuth at 300-3500C and collection of the astatib.~. in a U-tube at liquid
nitrogen temperature. Solutions were prepared by: dissolving the material
in the U-iube in the appropriate solvent---nitric acid,water, or carbon
tetrachloride. Yields as high as 90% have been attained for the entire
process.

Since astatine 211 emits bathOl-particles and x-rays. the material may
be easily detected. Unfortunately, astatine 211 has a short-half life (7.5h,)
so that all work must be done on a tracer scale where results are often of
difficult interpretation.

Since astatine is the heaviest member of the halogen family, it could
be expected to have the general properties of a halogen and to resemble io
dine more closely than the other halogens (bromine, chlorine, arid fluorine).
However in the last row of the periodic system, adjacent elements more often
resemble each other than their lower homologs. In the case of astatine, the
lower homolog is iodine and the adjacent elements polonium and radon.

'\
/ The chemical properties of astatine and iodine differ markedly and a

preliminary investigation of astatine chemistry by Corson, MacKenzie and
Segr~ in 1940 brought out mostly the metallic properties of astatine in
preference to the characters common to the halogens. In the studies per
formed after the war, conditions have been found under which astatine be
haves like a halogen and its analogy with iodine has now been investigated.

The investigation will be discussed under different heading s. (B) Electro
chemistry; aimed at a rough determination of the oxidation potentials and
the charge of the ions in solution. (C) Volatility; a basic physical proper
ty essential to chemical studies. (D) Solvent extrdction; a powerful tool'
for the investigation of halogen chemistry and (E) Chemical carrying experi
ments; useful when carefUlly applied in determining the actual ions present
in solution. At the present time,we recognize the existance of four oxida
tion states of astatine.

The minus one state (astatide) h~s been produced by strong reduction
and carries with silver iodide. It is a negative ion as indicated by
migration experiments. It must be a negative oxidation state, since it
may be produced from the zero state by r~duction (see solvent extraction).
Electrolytic experiments are contemplated for the future.

The zero state is soluble in wate~ and organic solvents (see section on
solvent extraction). The extraction coefficient for carbo~ tetraohloride
is greater than 90 and for benzene is greater than 105. In basic solution
the zero state disproportionates into At- and some positive oxidation state
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(possibly At03-)' The oxidation potential of astatine zero to astatine
+5 (astatate) is approximately -1.22 volts (see electro-chemistry)."

The +5 oxidation state has been assigned after much hesitation. It
is formed by dissolving astatine zero in concentrated nitric acid. If
the formula of the acid were HAto, from a knowledge of halogen chemistry
we wnuld predict that it would be very unstable and be a very weak acid
Ka~lO-12. On the contrary, it is very stable in solution and eXists as
a negative ion at all acidities (see electro-chemistry). Therefore. it is
a strong acid. The iodine compound HI03 is very stable and a strong acid.
The +5 state in acid solution is reduced at the cathode in electrolysis at
-1.22v and oxidized at the anode -1.452. It carties under certain condi
tions with AgI03.

The ion formed when the + 5 state is strongly oxidized is probably
perasta~t~At04)' It is carried more consist~tly by AgI03 than is asta
tate (At03)' The true nature of this fourth state is as yet uncertain. A
fourth state, however, is necessary to explain the experiments with electro
lysis (deposition at the anode.) A more detailed and technical description
of the experiments follows. It must be borne in mind that all these
experiments were performed on the tracer scale, a fact that adds considerab~y

to the difficulty of interpretation.

B. Electro-Chemistry

The electro-chemistry of astatine has been studied in acid solution
using the method of v' on Hevesy and Paneth (1) with the experimental refine-

(1) von Hevesy and Paneth, Wein. Ber. 123 1619- (1914)

menta of Joliot (2). The electrolysis was performed in a glass cell in the

(2) F. Joliot J. Ch. Phys. ~ 1 (1930)

form of an inverted tee. The ends of the tee were fittea with thin gold
windows which could be penetrated by the astatine deposited on the surface
producing ions in the air beyond. These ions were collected by an electric
field and the resulting current measured with a FP 54 electrometer. Using
this apparatus the course of the electrolysis could be followed without
disturbing the electrodes or solution. The initial deposition potentials
for astatine in acid solutions have been determined for anodic and cathodic
deposition.
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Table r

Critical Deposition Potential of Astatine

at the Cathode from Various Solutions

UCRL-14

Solution Concentration of Astatine Critical Deposition Potential

..
0.066 M HN03
1.0 M HN03
0.15 11. H2S04

Moles / liter

2 x 10-12
5 x '10-13
6 x 10-12

/ normal H2 Electrode

1.22 + .005 v
1. 245 '+ .005 v
1.20 + 0.02 v

The critical deposition potential is measured by dotermining the rate
of deposition at various potentials and extrapolating to zero rate.

Table II

Critical Deposition Potential of Astatine

at the Anode in 0.066 M HN03

)
Astatine Concentration in

Moles / liter

2.2 x 10-12 M

5.3 x 10-12 M

Critical Deposition Potential

/ normal H2 Electrode

1.44 + 0.02

1.45 + 0.01

•

.J

From these potentials we would expect astatine to dissolve in con
centrated nitric acid to form. an ionic compound but not in water or sulfuric
acid. However astatine as the eleme-nt is soluble in water and sulfuric
acid (similar to I 2).

Migration experiments were ffctempted to determine the sign of the
charged ions in solution, if any. The astatine compound was placed in the
bottom of a U-tube made of 1 rom. glass tubing with stop cocks at each end.
The side arms of the U-tube were made of 10 rum glass tubing and were filled
with an inactive solution identical in composition to the solution in the
bottom of the. U except for thonstatine. The whole apparatus was placed in
a thermostat and carefully leveled. A potential difference of 110v d.c.
was applied across the migration cell between platinum electrodes for 1 hour.
At the end of that time tho solutions in the side arms were analyzed to
determine the direction of migration. In all experiments the astatine
mi~rated as a negative ion. Experiments were made in the following solutions.
In all cases the astatine was initially dissolved in nitric acid •
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5 MEN03
.5 Mi-IN03
.1 M phosphate buffer pH 3
.1 M phosphate buffer pH 7
.1 M sodium hydroxide
.1 M sodium hydroxide + 0.05M sodium sulfite
.5 MHN03 + .1 M.potassium persulfate

O. !olatility

UCRL 14

Distillation experiments were run to deterr.line the volatility of
astatine and its compounds under various conditions. The various starting

. mixtures are listed in Table III.

Table III

Distillation of Astatine

Starting Material
10 ml Volume

Percent of Astatine
in Distillate

Percent of Solution
in Distillate

'\
/

16 M HN03

12 MHOl

f)O% HOI04

1: 1 H2S04

1: 1 H2,S04 cont aining

+0.001 Ag amd 0.2 M K2S20
S

5 M EN03t3 fig I-

O.5M H2S04 and 0.05 M. FeS04

OC14

1.2

17 a

1.3

1.7

b
~O.l

('2.0

70.

<5.0 a

85

60

60

75

83

c

20

60

..

a. Showed a progressive increase i.n the amount of astatine carried over
into distillate.

b. The persulfate was decom.posing during this distillation. Boiling was
very smopth with no bumping. Results up to 2% could easily be due to
entrainment.

c. A very small fraction'of the total solution was distilled, however all
of the iodine was in the distillate.

The volatility of drying and dried astatine samples was also investi
gated, since this was very important for our experimental techniques. A
sample of astatine .in nitric acid was placed on a platinum plate close to
a v-counter. The change inactivity as the sample dried was noted. In
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two experiments 25% and 28% of the activity disappeared as the samples
dried. Subsequent experiments have shown that the nitrj.c acid solution
is a mixture ofAtO and At as a compound. The activity loss is no doubt
due to the evaporation of At o•

Further volatility experiments have shown that samples of the astatine salt.
in nitrate solution dried on glass slowly lose activity due to evaporation,
and that there is little or no loss of activity from this compound on AU
or Pt ~

Samples of AtO prepared on glass show a rapid loss of activity, gold
a smaller loss and Ag and Pt zero loss. Since these experiments indicated
a varying affinity of astatine for various surfaces, the following experiment
was run to check it. Six different common metals were bleaned and placed
in a glass tube with a bombarded bismuth sample and the tube evacuated and
sealed. The tube was heated for 1/2 hrat 3250 0 and cooled. The tube was
then broken and the metal foils countod. The results are summarized below.
Similar experiments were done with carrier free 12 from Oak Ridge

Table IV

Relative Surface Affinities of. Various Metals f.oi'AtoandI2 Vapors.

Percent of I on Metal Percent of Astatine on the Metal
Met~

2
\
) (1) (2)

Aluminum 0 0.3 0.17

Gold 0 0.9 0.12

Nickel 0 1.3 0.64

Copper 50 37% 0.57

Platinum. 0.9 3% 33.&

Silver 49 57% 65.0

The affinities may be due to surface forces acting on the halogen atoms
and holding them,or it may be due to compound formation. Distillation tech
niques allow the separation of extremely pure At from the bombarded BL In
particular, by operating under cogtrolled conditions, the Po can be separated
out by a factor of better than 10 in relative alpha activity.

•

\ J

D. Solvent Extraction

Extraction experiments have been tried on astatine in carbon tetra
chloride and benzene. The largest extractipn coefficients found so far were
obtained by repeated extraction of carbon tetrachloride or benzene solutions
of astatine by 0.01 Molar nitric acid. These results are shown on following
page.
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Fourth Extraction

Fifth Extraction
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Table V

Solvent Extraction Experiments

Benzene/ 0~01 M H1103

40

83

112

106

89

UCRL-14

C014 / 0.01 MHN03

58

86

91

)
)

In addition, extraction of the carbon tetrachloride layer from tho third
extraction with 0.1 M NaOH yielded a coefficient of 0.85. When the basic
water layer was acidified (0.1 M HN03) and th0 layers recombined and re
extracted tho coefficient was 25.

Experimonts as yet incomplete are attempting to determine how power
ful a reducing agent is necessary to remove astatine from the,carbon tetra~

chloride layer by the formation of an astatide (homolog of iodide). At the
present writing Fe++ is insufficient (benzene coefficient of S9) but acid
S02 partially remove's it (carbon tetrachloride coefficient of ...... 0.6).

E. Chemical Carrying Experiments

The At- state has been produced in acid and basic solution. SO or
Na2S03 are sufficiont to reducoastatine so that it carries on AgI ~O..J.OO%.
The regUlar nitric acid solution carries loss than 2 %on AgI. Under certain
conditions both the nitric acid solution and the nitric acid solution strong
ly oxidized (HOlO, K2S20S' 03) carry 011 Ag I03. In addition, all of the
experiments described in tho paper of 1940 have been verified, and the pre
sent experiments indiCate that astat,ine has the metallic properties ascribed
to it at that time.
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III. Bio-Organic Chem~stry

M. Calvin and B. Tolbert

A. Introduction~

The Bio-Organic Group of the Radiation Laboratory was orgunized
primarily for the dev~lopment of fields of research involving the long
lived radioactive isotope of carbon, namely carbon fourteen. It began
activities early in 1946, an~ at that time most of its effort was expended
toward the development of methods of preparing and isol~ting the radio
active isotope itself. These purposes ha~ing been aocomplished, its
present activities consist largely in the extension and developm~nt of
fields of usefulness of the isotope.

The work of the laboratory Can be roughly divided into three areas:

1. Synthetic and IDxperimental Chemistry. The svnthesis of compounds
containing tho labeled atom in a. known position - this is a prelimina.ry:
step to pra.ctically all work i,nvolving the use of radioactive carbon. In
the course of this work, it is often necessary to examine the mechanism of
a variety of organic reac~ions and thus also to extend our fundamental
knowledge of the chemical behavior of organic compounds.

The other two fields could be called:

2. Studies in Animal Biochemistry. Studies have been made in anima.l
biochemistry particularly with reference to neoplastic diseases and the
effects of radiation on metabolic processes.

3. Plant Biochemistry. Plant Biochemistry is the third SUbject
which deals particularly with the problem of photosynthesis, for which
the carbon isotope is the toor par excellence.

This last problem, namely, the mechanism of the conversion of
electromagnetio energy into chemical energy by green plants, is not only
of fundamental scientific interest but of great practical import:ance as
well. A more detailed account of each of these three fields follows.

B. Experimental Data.

1. Synthetic and Experimental Chemistry.

(a) Synthesis of Organio $ompounds. This preparation of labeled
organic compounds has been investigated. This work is of considerable
importance; before the carbon fourteen now available frl)m Oak Ridge can
be used, techniques must be developed for the cqnvorsionof the carbon to
organic compounds that are of use to the chemical, biochemical, agricultural
and medical research worker. Special procedures and synthetic methods
have been developed to permit high yield synthesis, on a small scale, of
many highly radioactive materials from carbon fourteen.
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The following labeled organic compounds haye been synthesized:

* *
(1) Methanol and methyl iodide, CH30H and CHst, ~ inter-

mediates for use in synthetic chemistry.

* *(2) GlycinE} H2NCHZC02H and HZNCHZCOZH, - an amino acid and
a metabolic intermediate in plants and animals.

- a carcinogen (that is,
a cancer producing compound).

(3) Dibenz anthracene~("'-')
~/-"''''''I''?''''/';

,.J "~)")"')
I I'-.."./ *

(4) Acetic Acid, 'CH:s~02H~ and CH3COZH. - metabolic inter
mediate. synthetic intermediate, and useful organic compound.

*(.5) Pyruvic acid, CH3C~0_ OOZH, - metabolic and synthetic
intermediate and useful in chemical studies.

*

an essential amino

- chemical intermediate, used in

*,/'\---I-CH2Cp-COZH
; ; I . NHZ
\//'N ;'

Tryptophane,

Toluene,

( 7)
acid.

(6) Formaldehyde, HCHO, - synthetio intermediate and use
ful in chemical studies.• '

( 8)
chemical studies.

)

*{9) Propyl alcohol, prppyl bromide and propylene, CH3CH2CHZOH,
CH3CHZCHZBR, CH3CH = CHZ' - chemica.,l intermediates arid used in chemical
studies.

. /-\ *
( 10) Dihydroxyphenylalanine (Dopa), Hio'\-:,j,···CHZCHNHZCOZH, -

an amino acid like precurser of melanin, one of the major constituents of
certain types of tumors.

-- *.
Tyrosine, CH30 -- 0 -CHZCHNHZCOZH, ;. an amino acid.

/"....... *.
Indol-3-acetic acid, 1 '----l-CHzcozH, - a plant

~"N~/

(13) Lactic acid, CH3CHZOHCOZH, - a metabolic interl'l,lediate.

In addition to'these compounds listed, some 50 or 60 other labeled compounds
have been' pre,pa.r9d,mostly for use as synthetic intermediates. .

A book is being written by five members of the synthetic group on the
techniques of isotopic oarbon work. The book is· to be published by John
'Wiley and Sons and will appear sometime in 1948. The book, designed as an

J advanced laboratory manual on isotopic carbon, deals with this subject in
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all of its practical phases from a review of the experimental applications
to a detailed discussion of the measurement of isotopic concentrations,
published syntheses of labeled organic compounds (both biological and
chemical), and degradation methods.

(b A study ha.s been made to determine
possible meth6 s or recovery of car on fourteen from beryllium nitride
whichh&s been radiated with slow neutrons. This compound is one of the
best for the production of oarbon fourteen in piles because of its ex~ellent
nuclear properties, as well as its physical and chemical properties. It
has been/ound, that it is possible to recover the carbon fourteen froin
beryllium ni tride with at least 95% overall yield •. The procedure developed
involved dissolution of the beryllium nitride in acid solution and oxida
tion of the otganic canpounds to carbon dioxide with chromic oxide~
Volatile compounds were oxidized in a hot furnace with copper oxide; This
procedure Wf.?,S done on a large laboratory scale and the conditions for plant
operation outlined. A patent has been applied for on this work by the
Atomic Energy Commission •.

(c) Propylene Isomers. A study has been made of the isomeri
zations thatoccur in the synthesis of propylene. This work is of interest
to practical as well as theoretical chemists. for isomerization reactions
are extensively used in industrial chemistry. Three methods have been
studied:

( 1) Dehydration of propyl alcohol with metaphosphoric acid.

. (2) Dehydration of prop:yl alcohol over heated alumina at
4000 C.

( 3) Pyrolysis of n-propyl trimethyl ammonium hydroxide.

The dehydration experiments both showed extensive rearrangement. In
;\the use of metaphosphori¥ acid, an equilibrium mixture of the two isomers,
CH3CH := CH2 and CR3cn := CH2' was obtained, while the alumina gave a product
that showed over 50% rearrangement. The pyrolysis of the quarternary
ammonium hydroxide gave practically pure I-labeled propylene.

In conjunction with this work, the mechanism of the oxidation of
propylene with KMn04 was studied. It was found that at ?5° C. and pH 4 some
70-80% of the p~opylene is split at the double bond givirg acetic acid and
carbon dioxide, while the rest of the propylene seems to be split at the
single bond, giving carbon dioxide and oxalic acid.

(d) Carbon Fourteen Beta Emission. Isotopic tracer work using
carbon fourteen is often hindered because the beta partioles which carb'on
fourteen emits are so weak that a large fraction of them are absorbed in
the material of the sample. A study has been made of a general method where
by accurate corrections can be made for this 'self-absorption'. This work
has been applied to barium carbonate and a study by this method show~d that
the calculated and observed absorption of such samples can be correlated
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within the counting error~ which for the exp~riments mentioned was less
than 0.5%. A study was also made of geometric efficiency of counters.

(e) Carbon Fourteen Production. In the neutron irpadiation of
beryllium ni~ride~ the oarbon fourteen produced is found in a number of
differertt chemioal forms. The nature of these radioactive forms has been
invegtigatedand the apprOXimate yields determined. Irradiations of Be3N2
powder at a Hanford pile for· several months g&ve, on acid solution of the
powder, the following carbon-containing oompounds: methane, carbon monoxide,
carbon dioxide~ hydrogen cyanide, methanol and formic acid. Formaldehyde
was not found~ The distribution of the activity was not affected by the
acidity of the solvent.

"
/ )

(f) Toluene Preparation. The preparation
from pyruvic acid has been studied. Earlier workers
follOWing mechanism for this reaction: *

CH3 C02H + C02H - COZH
NaOH ,f( .
~ _-~ H1/ ""

/ ' )

H / ! I
I I

H02C __ ~* * JC02H

"'.\ .,,/

of ring labeled tolu.ene
have proposed the

•

)

The activities of the radioactive intermediate oompounds and of the products
isolated in the synthesis were found to agree With the activities that
would be caloulated if one assumes the above mechanism.

(g :oacarbonylation of Ethyl Pyruvate. The decarbonylation of
a-keto esters as importance ln syn hetic chemIstry and related reaotions
are widely postUlated in biochemical mechanisms 1 The therrq.al decarbon
ylation of carb,on fourteen carbonyl-labeled ethyl pyruvate has been studied.
It was shown that the evolved carbon monoxide came from the ca~boxyl group
of the a.. keto ester.

2, Biological Chemistry. Biochemical studies have been made in three
fields; (a) the metabolism of carcinogens and the mechanism of induction
of, carwers (b) the metabolism of amino acids and compounds that could
localize in somG types of cancerous tissues (c) the rate of oxidation to
cnrbon dioxido of si,mple amino acids and biological intermediates •

(a) Carcinogen studios. The study of the mechanism of pro
duction of cancers may lead '1.;0 "'SOiTie information on hoy" to cure and prevent
them. The use of caroinogens, chemical cancer produc~ng compounds~ is
praticul£,rly useful in this work; thus J lJ2,5~6-dibenzanthracene~ a carcin!"
agen, wns prepared labeled with,.carbon fClurteen in the 9 position. The
biological distribution of the radioaotivity found in the mouse. after
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administration of this compound, was studied ~nd the effect of different
modes of administration observed, Intravenous, subcutaneous, stomach
tube &nd intraperitoneal injections were made with a total of 15 mice and
the total dose accounted for in the mouse and excreta. It was found that
little material is absorbed in the tissues and that most of the compound
is rapidlyexJ}rete~; however, tumors produoed by the dibenzanthraoet.e had
appreciable amounts of radioactivity sixfuonths aftetsubcutaneous
injeotion~ In intravenous injections, the elimination is entirely through
the bile. There is a very rapid metabolic degradation of the dibehzan"
thraoene to water soluble substances by the body.

(b) Selective Localization Experiments. Work has been carried
out to investigate the possibility of finding a oompound which will
localize in canoerous tissue. If much localization could be brought
about, it m:i,ght be possible to kill the tumor by administrations of a
suitable compound containing radioactive carbon atoms in its molecule.
The oompound would enter the tumor and the radiations from the carbon
would cause recession of the tumor~ Because of the heavy formation of
pigment in melanosarcomas (black cancer), compounds from which it is
thought that pigment is formed in the tissue have been synthesized using
carbon fourteen and fed to mice bearing these growths. Three of these
compounds, tyrosine, dihydroxphenylalanine and tryptophane, have been
synthesized containing radioactive carbon.

It has been found that tyrosine does form the pigment in the tumor.
Unfortunately, it enters other tissues than the tumor. Consequently, its
~se as a drug against melanoma is not practical since it w9u1d destroy
healthy tissue as well as the tumor. Contrary to expectations, dihydroxy
phenylalanine does not form pigment when injected into experimental
animals. The investigation with tryptophane has not yet reached the
point Where any definite conclusions can be drawn.

(c) Elimination Studies. A study was made of the rate of
elimination of radioactivity in the carbon dioxide in respiration of
mice given s mall amounts of carboxyl-labeled acetic acid,~methyl-labeled

acetic acid, carboxyl-labeled glycine, and plant-synthesized glucose.
Studies were made with both normal and tumor bearing mice'~, Present data
indicate the e1imination is made up of two processes - one fast and one
slow., Thl.ls for carboxyl-labeled aoetic aCid, the half time for the slow
elimina.tion is about 180 minutes and that for the fast elimination
about 10 minutes. About 80% of the activity is eliminated by the fast
process and 20% by the slow process. The other compounds are eliminated
mOre slowly than acetic' acid. There seems to be ~ome difference in this
e lttnination rate between normal and cance r bearing mioe.. If this can be
confirmed and extended#( it would provide I I:lot only a very valuable dia
gnostio method, but also a deeper insight into the 1{iochemical behavior
of neOPlastic tissue~
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3. Photosynthetic Chemistry. Photosynthesis is the process, or processes,
by which plants convert carbon dioxide from the air in the presenoe of sun
light into organic plant material, The chemistry of this fundamental
phenomenon has been studied for a lDng time, but it is not yet fully
understood. The applic~tion of tracer chemistry to the problem has opened
new lines of attack and new and startling results have been discovered.
The pr.ocedure generally used is to feed the plants radioactive carbon
dioxide or other synthetic intermediates and then isolate from the plant
the compounds that contain radioactivity. By this process,the actual
compounds synthesized from the carbon dioxide of the air can be isolated
and distinguished. Eventually, all or most of the fundamental processes
of photosyhthesls can be detailed.

(8.) •tsolation of Int.e~d2:.ates. One Of the primal"Y problems ,of
this work, ,then, is to isolate ~he active phot;osynthetio intermediates
that are produced on feeding active carbon dioxide. Procedures have been
developed here ror the isolation of three types of important radio-
active compo~nds: sugars, amino acids, and organic plant acids.

l'he radioabtive sugar thus isoh:.ted has been used 'by other workers
for· the study of metabolism in normal. cancerousJ and diabetic anirp.als.
A method hl3.s been developed for the determination of the distribution of
carbon fola"teen fixed in the six carbon atoms of the sugar molecule. This
distribution il3 indicative of the method of synthesis of the sugt:.!' hy the
plant in photosynthesis. The results show that sugar is formed by the
union of two 3.c~rbon intermediates and that the intermediates are fo~med
by successive addition of C1402 to the precursors. The study of the nature
of these precursors will be mentioned shortly.

By use of the new ion exchange resins l the types of amino acids formed
in photosynthesis have been isolated. The major ,amirtoacid formed in the
dark is alanine. This compound has been ciegr~ded chemioally and has been
found to have the same distribution of ra.diocarbon as is in the sugar
synthesized by the ph,nt. This indicates that another oompound, pyruvic
acid, is in equilibrium with the alanine and that pyruvic acid is aJ;l
intermediate in photosynthesis. OrgEm.ic acids have been isolated by use
of a silica gel adsorption column. The method has. been developed to extend
the number 01' known intermediates of photosynthesis which are plant acids.

(b) Effects of Light. As has already been mentioned in this
review. certain precursors are:gynthesized by the plant in the presence of
light which can piok up carbon dioxide in the first step of photosynthesis.
By studying the absorption of oarbon ~{oxide by pla.nts in the dark, it has
been possible to establish a tentative meohanism of this heretofore obsoure
process.

By use of this technique l the relationship of the dr.rk fixation of
carbon dioxide to photosynthesis hus been studied and one of the major
radioactive constituents synthesized by pla.nts in t he dark ha.s been
isolated. This was done by following the oompound in question, by virtue
of its radioaotivi ty, until it was obtained in the pure state and identified
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as succinic acid. A chemical degradation of radioactive succinic acid has
been developed to determin~ the location of the lapeled carbon atoms.
Succinic acid formed in the dark normally is labeled only in the end
carbon atoms - the oarboxyl groups.

An in~estigation of the effect of pre-illumination) without carbon
dioxide, upbn the ability of plants to fix carbon dioxide in the dark has
been made. This work is of interest, not only to aid in the isolation
of the maximum yield of photosynthetic intermediates, but also in the
nature of the photosynthetic process in general. This work has shown that
plants are able to store reducing power, which can oonvert carbon dioxide
to sugar, for a considerable length of time and that the absorption of
light is not directly connected with the reduction of carbon dioxide. By
strongly illuminating plants previous to administration of radioactive
carbon dioxide in the dark, it has been shown that 10 to 16 times as much
carbon dioxide can be reduced and at le~st fifty times as much radio
active sugar is formed in the db.rk as in plants not pre-illuminated.

The rate of growth of this reducing power upon illumination and the
rate of decay uj:H,n cessation of illutnina.tion has been determined, At the
period of maximum stored reducing power, the rate of carbon dioxide uptake
is very nearly that of photosynthesis under optimal conditions. This is
additiona.l evidence that there is a dark phase of the photosynthetic prooess.
Intermediates formed in the dark after strong pre-illumination, have been
found to differ greatly from those formed without pre-illumination. Succinic
acid isolated has been found to contain radioactivity in the methylene
carbon atoms in addition to the carboxyl carbons. Alanine isolated also
has been degraded and found to contain 10% of its radioactivity in the
alpha carbon atom and 90% of its actiVity in the ca~boxyl carbon atom.

Degradation of sugar formed in the dark under these oonditions
indicates that 90% of the activity is in the carbons 3 and 4 and 10% is in
the carbons 2 and 5 of the glucose moiecule. This suga.r is the first
isolated sugar that has been synthesized by plants in the dark. The
distrihution of radiocarbon in these photosynthetic intermediates is
indicative of the meohanism of photosynt~esis. A tentative mechanism has
been worked out and experiments planned to confir~ or disprove the mechanism.

(c) Phosphorous. The role of phosphonusin photosynthesis has
been studied using radiophosphorus as a primary tool. It has been shown
that ,phosphorylation, an essential process in metabolism, is not directly
involved in photosynthesis. Methods have been developed for studying the
rate of exchenge of radioactive phosphate ions with t he organic phosphate
cell constituents of the working plant. No difference in rate was found
upon illumination of the plant.

Cd) Chlorophyll. The role of chlorophyll in photosynthesis has
been studied using heavy water which contains marked hydrogen atoms. Using
heavy water, it has been shown that chlorophyll ha~ hydrogen atoms whioh
are replaceable by deuterium during periods of photosynthesis. This may
indicate the chlorophyll is engaged as a chemical as well as a physical
agent in phptosynthesis.
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The phosphorescence of both chlorophylls a and b have been studied to
determine the nature of the excited state of tnis moTecule and its. possible
relation to photosynthesis. Only chlorophyll b has beeh found to have a
measurable lifetime, about 0.03 seconds. A theory as to the nature of this
excited state has been proposed, namely a triplet state.

/
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IV. Tbermoqynamic a!l.~ B:s-si..L.~istrl'

W.M. Latimer

A. !9-gh Tcfupcra~urc TherI¥0dynamics and ¥~l· Studies.

The most important accomplishment in this work has been the system
atic investigation and tabulation of the properties of uranium and the
trans-uranic elements and their compounds at high temperatures. This
includes vapor pres~ures, decomposition pressures and important equi
libria which would permit the calculation of the stable molecular species
under widely v'ar;}ri.ng experimental conditions up to 20000 K.

Another phase of the work has been the evaluation of thermodynamic
data which may have direct application to high temperature pile operation.
Examples of these are the determination of thev~por pressure and heat of
subl~nation of graphite, the .determination of heat trahsfer coefficients
in film boiling, and the evaluation of the Free Energ¥function for many
elements and compounds up to 50000 K. -

Definite advances have been made in the production of refractorie~

particularly sulfides, oxysulfides and carbides. -

Progress has also been made in the study of low melting uranium alloys
which may be useful in homogeneous liquid piles.

Various problems under investigation for which pUblished reports have
not been written are sun~rized below.

1. Heat of For~~jon of C~ AbsorEtion.9oefficient3_of C~and C2,
The heat of formation of CN gas from the elements 'is being determined by a
spectroscopic method slinilar to that used for C2, Also the relative emis
sion probabilities of CN and C2 are being determined to obtain their rela
tive absorption coefficients. This work is almost completed.

2. ~~ts of Format.J:.~I].-2J Gaseous Species- by Spectr<?sc.o.pic Method.
Preliminary work has been done to test the application of tpespectroscopic
method used forC2 and CN to the following gaseous species: 'CH, CF, CC1,
CS, MoO, MoCl, Si0] A10; riO. The preliminary work has indicated that
modifications of trie method will be required for everyone pf these species
and modification of the method and materials of construction are under way
to allow such molecules to be'studied-.

3. §.tudy _of Q.~gus H;y~droxides. Prelliilinary work has been done to
examine the possibility of studying gaseous hydroxides at high temperatures.
A number of obstacles, namely lack of materials of constx~ction, have been
found. Work is ln progress to remove these obstacles and to constructap
paratus for such studies.



4. Oxide Phase Diagram Studies~ The following oxide systems have
been studied by x-ray methods: Mo-O, W-O, Zr-O, Ta-O, Al-O, and 8i-O. It
has been demonstrated that no x-ray patterns can be found for oxide phases

.below the tetravalent oxide in the Mo j W; Zr I and Ta systems. Work on the
Al and 8i systems is still in progress. No stable lower oxides have been
found in the solid phase. It is being attempted to prepare AlO and 8iO
solids in a metastable form by condensation from the gas. A study of Hf02was made and it was shown that the stable form at room temperature is the
monoClinic form rather than the cubic form usually given.

5. Sulfides and 0=~ide-8ulfides. HfS2 and HfOS have been prepared and
their x-ray struct;:u:es"determined. Also, some CeS crucibles have be~h pre
pared.

6. UC1~ -UBr~ Phase Diagram. An apparatus was set up to study the
UCl -UBr4'"pfiase-a.Iagram·,-fo",{I'"ewimine U' distinct mixed halides exist ~ No
sat~sfactory results have been obtained yet. VlOl'k is suspended now until
the apparatus can be modified.

7. Thermal Conductivities. An apparatus was constructed to determine
thermal conductivities artdlrhe-¢onductivities of CaS, UC, and UN determined.

8. Fission Product Studies. Calculations were made on the effect of
/ \ fission prodUCts on metal, carbide, nitride, and onde systems with respect

) to change in melting point and volatility. Experiments were run with mix
tures of U02 and fission products which indicated that the melting point
of U02 is not appreciably lower~d by the presence of fission products until
the uranium is largely converted to fission products. A r~w value for the
melting point of UO~ has been obtained•

....
9. Heats of Formation ofMeta~mpo~_d~. The high temperature calori

meter is being used to determine the heats of forraation of NaSn and similar
compounds.

. 10. Low Melting Uranium 1\.lloys. The ternary phase diagrams of the
Na-U~Sn and Na-U-Bi systems are being studied. X-ray studies have been
made to determine the various phases of importa~ce. New dry box techniques
have been worked out to handle these systems. Analytical methods have been
worked out. Cooling curves are in progress •

.11. Production of Refractory C~~. Faqrication methods for TiC,
ZrC, CbC, and TaC are being developed. The reaction of graphite with
TaC15 and hydrogen as well as the reaction of ta~talum with hydrocarbons
are oeing used.

..

\ ./

12. Diffusion S~~~. A study has been made of the various diffusion
errors involved in high temperature gaseous equilibrium measurements, and
lnethods of minimizing these errors have been devise~. Experiments are
being considered to determine the effect of thermal diffusion·on distribu
tion of materials in solids.
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13. l~duction Heating Th~orl. Further studies have been made of in
duction heating under various conditions and the theory further developed.

14. T~sting of o~tical PJQ:9meter~. The theory of the application of
optical pyrometers to temperature measurements has been studied artd experi

. ments devised to test the accuracy of measurements at high temperatures.
Various sources of error have been found, and further experiments are in
progress in an attempt to eliminate them.

15. Cuprous Halide Gas~ous Speci~. Tho species existing in cuprous
chloride vapor have been shovm to be CuOl and Cu Cl. The vapor pressure
0+ cuprous chloride and the thermodynamic prbpet~ie~ of the various species
have been determined. It has been shown that cUprous bromide vapor behaves
in a lnanrter similar to that of cuprous chloride. The work is expected to
be complet~d shortly with a check of the equilibria involved by a spectro
scopic tnethod~

B. Basic ChemistJ::':y- lncludina.?olvent ~racti£!!..E.Y...-9EelateFor!llatJ£,n.

The solvent extraction and decontamination of plutonium from Hanford
uranium slugs has been carried through a semi-works program using one liter
quantities. Employing the TTA chelate in benzene, 98.7 per cent recovery
was obtained with a beta decontamination factor>107 •. Fundamental studies
have been completed on the chemistry of the process including the nature
of the chelate formed with important fission products •

Various studies have,been completed on the thermodynamics of uranium
and plutonium in aqueous solutions. The data obtained permit an accurate
calculation of the equilibria involving the oxidation states and are im
portant from the standpoint of analytical and process chemistry.

Other research programs completed or partially completed but not
published follow.

1. The Pu(III) - Pu(IV) Potentia!. The e.m.f. for the PU(III) 
PU(IV) couple in perchloric acid was redetermined and the previously re
ported value was shown to be in error. Tqe potential of the reaction

Pu+3+Hoi' .:::=. lH +- Pu+4 .
2 2 .

. 1M 1 0 8 .j.
~n HC 04 at 25 C was measured to be -0.9 2-0.001 volts. The new value
removes the apparent anomaly thatPui4 WaS being complexed more by Cl04' than
by Cl-.

Combining the above value 'with equilibrium measurements the following
potential scheme was obtained where all. values refer to the potential of the
indicated couple vers'us t~e H2 -- H+ couple at 2500 in 1M HC104 solution•
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}'p+3', -0.982 ~4-1.023p 0 ~.j.u .--- Pu --u 2

__________' .._.=1. 0022- J
A value of -46.1 entropy anits for the difference in entropy of Pu+4

and Pu+3 in l1i HC10,* was obtained by studying the potential' of the above
reaction ac, a funct10n of temF~rature.

2. Solvent Extraction. The extraction properties of Zr(IV), La(III) ,
and U(VI) in the benzer;:e---::-TTP.. system have been determined.

Attempts have been made to determine the species of U(VI) nitrate
which extracts into ether. The compound was shown to be non-ioni~ed in the
system and probably contains H20.

3. Rate of Ex..~hange 2...f Iodine Bet~1.2 ~01-' The rate of this
reaction was found to depend on the 0.6 power of the 12 concentration
and the 0.8 power of the 10'" concentration. The dependence on hydrogen
ion concentration is being fnvestigated but is complicated by the weakness
of HI03,

4. Activity Coefficients ,of P3-l+ 4 Salts. The activity coefficient of
Pu(C104) in various perchloric acid ,solutions has been determined by
studying4the distripution of Pu1,4 between an aqueous perchloric acid phase ~
and a benzene phase containing T'rA. The activity coefficient passes through
a minimum at ca, 0.5M HC10

4
, At 9M HC104 thei!'! for Pu(C104)4 is ca. 800

times the minimum value.

5. Zirconi~Spe9i~s ip Aqueous Soluti2n.. The degree of hydrolysis
of Zr+ 4 in aqueous perchloric acid solutions has beeh studied by measuring
the extraction of Zr(IV) into benzene solutions containing TTA. Preliminary
results indicate that at approximately ll~ HC104 there are between one and
zero hydroxide groups on the Zr+4.

6. U(VI) Species in Aqueous §9J~tion. The work of King on the U(VI)
species in aqueous solution is being checked to try to explain certain an
omalies in his results. The method used is to measure the extractionco~

efficient of U(VI) into benzene containing TTA and determine the H'~ depen
dence. Kingts values ,did not correspond exactly to whole numbers but
agreed fairly well with the formula U02+1- up to 1. 5M H'~'. The measurements
will be extended to lower acidities. A new species present in the benzene
phase has been identified as the uranyl chelate with an additional TTA
attached.

7. g~duate Tra~ning. This research has been carried out almost entire
ly by graduate students under staff direction and this constitutes a train
ing program for project men. We regard this as one of the most important
contributions.
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I. ~ological Program for Project 4$-A-l and the
60-inch Cyclotron of Crocker Lab9ratory

Joseph G. Hamilton, M. D.

Introduction.

The biological research rrogram of Project 4$-A-l is concarned
primarily with thp study of the metabolis~ of tho fission p~oquctsand of
tho fissionable elements exte~ding from actihium to curium. buring the
currerit yea!', a detailed study has bcenimh.dc, of the metabolic characteristi~:'
of seven of the fission products and three of tho fissionable, elempnts.
In addition to the direct tracer stUdies, a great doal of work has beon d<'i,k
in tho field of radioautography for the purpose of i!,?-vestigating the rolatil')~),~·

ship between the microscopic a~u;toroy of,:certain tissues, notably bone, anc.
the deposition of those fission product~which accumulate in these structures 0

There has'also been an extensive study of ways and moans of combating possiblo
poisoning, both from the long' 1 1ivod fiSsion products and plutonium. This
work has taken two different channels of approach, one, research for agents
which may either increase the rate of elimination of those substances or
decrease their abscrption should they gain entry into the body by inhalation
or through cuts or abrasions., Tho other phase of this work has been the
successful development of dietary regimes which made possible the covering
up of a considerable fraction of plutonium by new bone formation. This
procedure should reduce the radio-toxicity of ,this clement tos6me degree
because of the short range of the alpha-particles emittod by it. Over and
above the regular biological program, a significant fraction,of total effort
of the group on Project 4$-A-l was devoted to the development of successful
methods of the decontamination of the Navy Task Force vessels which had
become contaminated with radioactivity as tho'result of the Bikini tests.
During the pr9sont yoar, six r9gularofficers, four from the Navy and
two from the Army~ have received o4tonsive tra~ninglin the field of
radioactivity,raaio-chemistry, and the general bio ogical and,medical
aspects of nuclear energy. ,

A. M,£t.§:bolic and Radioautographic Studies

The metabolic studies, whicl].are quite detailed in character, include
a careful survey of tho absorption; distribution, 'retention and eXCretion
of the following radio-elemonts: 'arsonic; silver, cadmium, indium, tin, '
antimony, element 61, actiniUm,-americium, and curium. Rats wore the
experimental animals usually employed and theyrecoived the individual
radio-elements in the carrier-froo state by both intramuscular and oral:
q.dministration. The animals were sacrificed in groups of throe at 1',"4, .
16" 64, and 256 days after receiving the different radioactive 'materials.'
Throughout the various time intervals, daily collections of the urine and. '
feces wore made. Fifteen to twenty of tho differont organs and tissues,
as well as tho excreta, were individually assayed for their content of'the
administerod radioactive element. In addition to these tracer studies,
radioautographic studies were made in considerable detail to study the
distribution of those administered agents in those tissues where a high
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degree of selective accumulation took place.

1. Metabol;i;,8.!!l of Elemoq,\ 61-. The metabolism of 'element 61, as might
be expected from its close chomical relationship to other members of the
lanthanide rare earths, was almost indistinguishable from the ~ehav~or in
the rat of Itlnthanum, cerium, and praseodymium. The most sigrtif1cant
metabolic proporty of clement 61 was its high degree of deposition in the
liver and in the skeleton following intramuscular administration. The
fraction of element 61 nccumulat",d by the liver, which was initially 75
percent of its amount in the body, was released at a relatively rapid
rate" The a.pproximate half-time of its retention in this organ tvas of
the order of ten days. The fraction of this,elemont deposited in the
skeleton was approximately 20 percent of the total amount absorbed follow5.:,,!,
intra~uscular injection, but unlike the liver, no appreciablo release of
this element from the skeleto~~, was noted over varying intervals of time,
which now extend to more than two months. The radioauto:graphic studies
of the bono from animals whic~ had receivod element 61 reveal that most
of the material was deposited'in the region of the osteoid matrix
adjoining the bone marrow and, in addition, there was a significant
fraction present in tho region of the small blood vessels of tho dense
cortical bono. The presence of significant amounts of element 61 in
the region of the small boood vessels has also been noted with cerium
and presumably would be observod with lanthanum and praseodymium were
their half-lives of sufficient lengths to permit the pre~aration of
satisfactory radioautographs. This same effect of locallzntion about
the small blood vessels has been noted with americium and curium. It
was of considerable interest to noto that the relative uptake of
americium and curium in the liver and skeleton, as well as the curious
radioautographic pattern in the bone, was indistinguishable from the
behavior of the four lanthanide rare earths which have beon studied
to date. In other words, in tho body there is no perceptible difference
botweenthe metabolism of americium and curima and the lanthanide rare
earths, thus they are all highly dangerous materials once they gain
entry into the body.. These observations are notable in the view of the
close resemblance in chomical propertios which americium and curium bear
to tho rare oarths. As might be expected from the earlier Qxperiences
with lanthanum, praseodymium, and corium, clement 61 as well as
americium and curium are not absorbed in any appreciable amounts from
the digestive tract.

2. Metabolism of Radio~~~. The motabqlism o~ carrier-free
radioarsonic in the rat has shown that this sub~tanco shows a very high
degreo of concentration in the hemoglobin fract~on of tho red cells and
is retained thoro for a perioed of manywooks. Thisproporty has been
noted to a loss striking degree in some work dono before the war in
which carrior-free material was not omployed. Excretion took place
primarily by way of tho digestive tract and no very striking degree of
selectivo localization took place in any of the tissuos except in the
red cells.' In an attempt to evaluate the possibility of species
differencc,'less detailed but comparable studies wore made with chicks,
guinea pigs, rabbits, cats, and dogs. Tho highest level of concentration
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in the blood noted with these animals was of the ordor of 2 percent of the
administered doso in tho cat, as contrastod to noarly 50 percent in the
rat in a comparable timo intorval.

3. Mqtabolism of Car~ier-froe Silver. Tho metabolism of car~ier-froe

silver reveals that this element, following ihtrrumuscular administration,
is excreted with oxtreme rapidity and the digestive tract acts as tho chief
channol of elimination. Nearly 95 percent is excreted within 24 hours after
administration. No significa~t degree of selective localization took place
in any of the other structure~ in the bone, including the skin under the
conditionF of these experiments, Less than I percent was found to be
absorbed from the digestive tract following administration by stomach tub&
In viewef the very rapid excretion of material from the digestive tract~

it was thought possible that ~arrier-froe silver' was Qxcretedby way of
the biloi In order to ovaluai",e this' point, :tats, which had previously
beon subje~tod to bile duct ligation; wore given radio-silvor by intra
muscular injection. Within 48 hours, approxim,ately 60 porcent of the
administered silver was found to be. preserit irl the liver, which indicated
that when the bile duct v1as blockod the silver accumulatod in the liver.
Appreciabloamounts 'were present in both the digostive tract and the'feces,
which suggested some excretion apparently took place by other routes,
possibly by way of the pancreas.•

4. Metabolism of Radio-cadmium. Tho parenteral administration of
carrier....frec·ro.d~ocD.diriium is followed" by a striking degree of localization
in the liver kidney, thyroid, pancreas, and adronals. Excretion is
apparently slow and occurs by way of the intestinal tract. It is quite

'unlikely that the high uptake of radiocadmium by the liver is duo to the
entrappment of this material by the reticulo-endothelial system inasmuch
as the content in the·spleen was found to be nogligiblq. The concentration
in bone was found to be roughly one-hundreth that of tho liver on a por

.' gram basis.

5. Metabolism of Carrier-free Indium. Tho intramuscular administration
of carrier-free indium reveals that in the earlier time intervalS up to -
16 days, that the highest concentration takes place in the livor, spleen,
and kidneys, and oxcrotion is fairly rapid, taking place primarily by way
of the digestive tract. At the lator time int0rval~, the organ showing t~e

highest ~ogree of accumulation, both on a per organ and per gram basis,
is the skin. A rather significant fraction of indium.is accumulated in
the skeleton and its per gram uptake is of the order a! one-third of the
:concentration in the liver, kidney, D.nd spleen.

6. Metabolism of Carrier-free Tins. Tho tracer studies with. carrier
free tin are-of such an incqmpleto natUre at tho prosont timo that about
all that can be said at the moment is· that this element distributes itself
rather uniformly throughout most of· tho tissues and tho skeleton.

7. Metabolism of Radioantimonl' Carrier-free radioantimony is excreted
vvith a surprising degree of r~pidity following intramuscular administration,

approximately 95 percent being eliminated in the rat within the first 24 hours,
with the' :kidneys acting as the principal channel of elimination.. It is of
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interest to note thD.t the orgD.n showing the highest degree of' initial
concentrntion, ns well as tho most n~rked degroe of retontion, is the
blood. Vfuilo the various obsorvntions for the eD.rlier time intervals
are of the order of one-twentieth that noted with carrier-free radioarsonic:
it is of interest to note a qualitative similD.rity between those two .
clements thD.t belong in the main serios of Group 5 in tho periodic table.

8. MctD.bolism of Actinium. The tracer studies with actinium are
'very incompiote at this momen:;~-due to the fact thnt several months must
elapso to permit the attainment.of the radioactive equilibrium of its radio..
active descendants, notably thorium 227 (half~life, 18.9 days), and radiuQ
223 (half·.life, 11.2 days). Preliminary results, however, suggest that
the distribution of actinium in the body will follow very closely that of
tho lanthanide rare earths in that most of the activity is present in the
li~er and bone. .

Many of tho trucer StUC.i0S described D:bovoare investigations in
progress and do not reprosent completed studies~ Thus, there may be
cortain quantitative reservations to be appliod to tho statemerlts p~esented,

but tho qualitative picture of their metabolic characteristics are fGlt
to be quite firmly ostablished.

9. Radioautographic Studios~ Tho most significant of tho radio
autographic studies wnae during tho past year has boen the demonstration of
the nlmost identical microscopic distrib~tion in the bone of curium, element
61, americium, and cerium. Theso diffor remarkably from the pattern noted
with plutonium in that a significant fraction of the four elements noted
above is deposited in tho region of the small blood vDssols of the mineral
ized structure of the bone•.. This behavior is in-sharp contrast to the
localization of plutonium in tho bonv whore clmost all of the activity is
confinodt6 the region of tho m0mbrano which covorstho inner and outer
sur.faces of the bone~ Radioautographic Qxporiments with thorium, done
during this intorval, show that this radioele~Gnt, thorium 22$ being used
for the studies, is laid down in the bone in-such a manner as to form
a pattern which. is indistinguishable from thnt of plutonium.., The ,fact
that plutonium shows a relatively small uptake in tho liver' and has a
radioautographic pattern of distribution almost identical to that' of
thorium, makes it appear highly probD.ble thD.t plutaqium exists in tho
animal body in a valence of plus 4,regardloss of t~e valence state of
its administered compounds. .

10. £,£velo,pmcnt of Radiochemical Technigues. One of tho most time
consuming and difficult obstacles that had to be met in this program for
the current yoar was the development of so.tisfactoryradiochomical
techniques to make possible isolation of radiochemically pure and carrier
free radioactive isotopes of silver, cadm:i-um, indium, tin, and antimony.
These five elements were made by the transmutation of adjoining stable
elements by deuteron and alpha-particle bombardmont using the 60-ihch
cyclotron at Crocker Laboratory. A successful procedure for the isolation
of technecium,from the deuteron transmutation of molybdenum was developed.
Work is still in progress to dovelop a quantitatively accurate and
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reproducible procedure for the isolation of this quite volatile element
from biological mntorials.

11. Effect of Metabolio states on De~osition and Retention. The
investigation of the effect of normal and "arious pnthological'~etabolic
state~ upon the ,deposition and retention of representative members of the
long-lived fissioh.product group and the actinide clements has boen in
progress. Rickets will roduco the depositi.on of rndiontrontium in the
skeleton by c. fuctor of almost ten-fold, 'whereas tho corresponding altornatjc,ii
of deposition and retention 01' plutonium, rndiothbr~um, zirconium, and
cerium is 80 small as to fall within the limits of. experimontc.l erro~.

This is uno~heJ:i link in. tho chain of evidence to' support tho contention tb~:,
the mechanism Whereby the raro earths, zirconium, and the actinide rare
earths are d.eposited in the skeleton is totally difforeht ifrom the biochedt : ..}

phenomena responsible for the mineralization of bone by the alkaline eartt
group elements, notably, calcium;strontium., bur:l.um, and radium.~ It has
been shown in these studies thut the deposition of barium,and radium follow
very closely the distribution noted in tho accumulation of strontium in the
skeleton following pathological metabolic disturbc.nces noted in rickets
and profound phosphorus defecioneiosj as well as the normal variant of ago.
It is of inter0st to note in passing, in tho study of the kinetics of
tho deposition of strontium in the skeleton, that this process proceeds
with extreme rapidity and at an apparent exponential rate of a half-time
of 30 minutos following tho intravenous administration of this fission
product.

12. Metabolism of Plutonium. Attempts to influence both the total
accumulation in the skeleton and the excretion of plutonium have met
with rather poor success. No significant action was noted following the
administration o~large doses of 'BAL (British anti-lowisite) and cysteine.
If tho skelotons of rats which had previously been given pl~tonium are
depleted of calcium and phosphorus by a phosphorus do.t:icicnt diet"no
si~nificant increase of p~utonium excretion is noted. However> if the
am.mals are then given'a normal diet containing adequate amounts of
phosphorus and calcium, the new bono that is laid down w~ll cover ~p a
considerable fraction of the plutoni~. This overlayering effoct shoUld
serve to prevent to an appreciable dQgree the irradiation of radiosensitive
bone marrow by the plutonium alpha-particles sinco their range of .
penetration is very small. This is the only;pl:'oceduro to date which shows
any possibility of therapeutic appliOation.

It should be pointed out that otU' status of knowledge concerning the
metabolism of plutonium is stillessontially empirical' in character.. We
know tha~ it is laid down in the skeleton by a serios of mechanisms very
different from those respo~sible for the accumUlation of calcium, as well
as the other alkaline earth elements. It seems probable that it is fixed
in a protein rather than being direct+y incorporated into the mineral
structure of the skeleton. Much fundamental knowledge must be obtained
concerning this unique'behavior., not only of plutonium but other momborsof
the:~ actinide elemonts, as well as the lanthanide series of rare earths,
zirconium, and yttrium.
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B. Decon~amination Studies.

The major part of the work concerned vdth the development of
methods for the decontamination of Naval Task Force vessels which be
came radioactive after Test Baker, Bikini, was accomplished prior to
January 1, 1947. However, during the interval from January to June .30
of this year, the results of the experimental work done earlier were
drawn together and turned over to the Navy in such form as to make possible
the successful application of these procedures to most of the contaminated
Task Force ships. In addition to this, a large number of animal studies
were made of the plutonium and fission product ratios in a variety of
samples f~om Bikini and cont~tnated areas of the Task Force vessels.
This 'was done par~ly to secure additional information for the purpose of
evaluating health hazards and also as ·a security measure to avoid the
possipility that the procurement of active materials from these vessels
by unauthbrized persons might permit the calculation of bomb efficiency,
It was foUnd "that a value very close to the true efficiency could be
established f~om core samples taken from the lagoon at Bikini and those
contaminated vessels which had not been properly tteated to remove the
activity which is primarily laid down in the pipes of the salt 'water
system,' This entire phase of our activity, aside from consultation and
advice to the Navy, was completed June .30, 1947.

In addition to the various research activities of Project 48-A-l,
six officers, two from the Army and four from the Navy, received detail
ed training in the field of radioactivity, radio-chenustry, and the
metabolic and biological problems relating to the release of nuclear
energy. These officers included: Lt. (jg) M. Morton, USNR; Lt. George
Morrison, USN; Lt. Corrunander Robert Conard, USN; Lt. Victor Bond, USNR;
Lt .. Colonel A. Hirsch, USA; Major Roy IvIaxwell, USA. Most of these men"
notably" Lt. Morton, Lt. Morrison, Lt. Colonel Hirsch, and Major Maxwell,
have spent a large share of their time actually working in Crocker Labora
tory with our staff, in addition to taking a number of scheduled courses
at the University dealing primarily in the fields of physics, chemistry,
and the biological sciences.

C. The 60-inch~otron.

The 60-inch Medical Cyclotron is operated for twenty-four hours a
day, seven days a week. Its primary function has been to prepare those
radioactive isotopes that cannot be produced by the chain reacting pile.
Over 90 percent of the operating time has been devoted to bombardments
for the project at Berkeley and the Clinton Laboratories at Oak Ridge.
The primary role of the operating staff is, of course, to run the cyclotron
as an instrument of production. The 60-inch is employed for the production
of 10 million volt protons, 20 million volt deuterons, and 40 million volt
alpha particles. Thus far, during the year 1947, there have been made
approximately 500 different bombard~ents, some of a very prolonged character
as well as a great many very short irradiations. In addition to the rather
exacting demands of maintain:i,ng the instrument in a reasonl;l.ble degree of
operating efficiency, it has been possible to apply some time and effort
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to the development of changes and improv~nents to enhance the effi,yiency
and effectiveness of the instrument as a tool of research. These have
included the r~vision of existing equipment in such a manner as to promote
more satisfactory running, the development of measures to reduce the risk
and amount of radiation exposure to the operating staff and those who
come to the laboratory to do actual experiments with the instrument, and
last, attempts to produce and accelerate stripped ions of beryllium,
boron, carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen.

A qonsiderable share of the bombardments for the Berkeley project
have included the deuteron and alpha particle bombardment· of most of .
the. actinide elements, notably Th232, Th230, Pa231, U238, U235, Np237,
Pu239, and Am240. These bombardments resulted in the production of .
more than tw~lve·isotopes of this series of fissionable elements wHich
cannot be produced ina chain-reacting pile. in some instances, it has
been possible to prepare isotopes by these transmutations in sufficient
quantities to permit determination ·of their fission cross-section by
subsequent slow neutron irradiation in the pile. A nwnber of new radio
isotopes of lead and bismuth have been isolated and identified by the
bombardment of the separated isotopes of lead and the bomb~r4ment of
thallium_~ An extensive study has been made of the transmutation of
bismuth by alpha particle bombardment to form astatine. Two new iso
topos of this interesting element have been idontified as a result of
this 170rk and much inforn~tion obtained concerning the excitation func
tion of the formation of these three astatine isotopes. A number of
bombardments of the separate isotol)eS, nickel, copper, and cadmium have
been made for the purpose of the identification and mass assigrunent of
the radioisotopes of adjoining elements. The work done by the 60-inch
cyclotron for the Clinton Laboratories at O~k Ridge has included a seri~s

of bombardraents of lithium with protons to produce radioactive beryllium
for certain experiments there that relate to the development of the
beryllium moderated pile. Other bombarmnents for the Clinton Laboratories
included the deuteron bombardment of the separated isotopes of molybdenum
for the identification and mass assignment of the.various isotopes of
technecium and the. deuteron bombardments of thulium and europium for
study of the radioisotopes of ytterbium and gadolinium respectively. In
addition to the bombardments made for the physics and chemistry groups
at Berl·~eley, there have been a large number of shorter bombardments for
the production of nmny of the carrier-free fission products described
in the section devoted to the biological program, which include
technecium, silver, cadmium, indium, tin, and antimony.
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II. Biological-Effects of Radiation
and Work with the l84-inch

" * C;yolotron

John Lawrence, ReL. Dobson,
Hardin Jones and Cornelius Tobias

The research program oi the Medical Section of the Health Physics ','
Group,has been carried out in conjunction with the research program of 48A;
Division II. Its special interests have been the biological effects of
radiation and work fiith the 184" cyclotrbn~ Both pt'bgrams are outlined
together below.

We have undertaken the investigation of various t>iologicai effects of
radiations and the mechanisms producing these effects. During 1947 main
emphasis was laid on the folloWing lines of study:

A.. Study of Biological Effects due to Nuc).ear Fission~

B~ Detection and Prevention of Radiation Damage;

C. Metabolism and'Determination of Certain Trace Elements.

) D. Adaptation of the 184 11 Cyclotron to the Study of Radiation Effects~'

E. Localization of Radioactive Substances at SpecifiC Points of the Body/
(Partial support of the Atomic Energy Commission).

Within these broad fields, ,the' following specific results were achieved;

A.. Stud:[ of BiologiEsl Effects ,due j.o:Nucl,ear' Fission.;

Colloidal suspensions' of' Th02 and' U02 were obtained,·' consisting of.
relatively uniform particles the size of which could be varied betwe~n ..2'
and .02 microns mean,pa.rticle diameter~' The distribution of these colloidS
in the body (after I.V.·irijection) is a function of particle size'(~s:found
previously with other"colloids by Jones' and Gofman). 'With larger sizes the
bulk of the uranium was'found in the spleen and liver, 'with smaller sizes,
more in the bone marrow II! •

Alpha rayauto...radiography established the prese/1be of colloidal
aggregates of uranium in the reticuloendothelial system.. Acute toxicity. of
these, colloids·was, only 1/40 or less of that of soluble compounds of uranium•.

After injection of colloids of uranium. enriohed in the:235 isotope 8i

large number of mice were exposed to slow'neutrons. -~OO% of these'mice had
succumbed 3 weeks after this exposure. Adequate control experiments on mice
who received uranium but no neutrons, neutrons but no uranium, or ura.nium
and x-ray's ofa proper dose established that ionization of fission fragments
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and of fission products had a decisive role.in the lethal effecta. Only
a negligible' fraction of control animals' died.. As corollaries to these
observations, blood counts, weights, and histological changes were studied,
revealing severe damage to tissu~s that contained the enriched ,uranium.

It was found that in order to produce biological effects of equal
severity, the radiation dose delivered by p32, measured in energy units had
to be about 27 times that of the dose by fission.

At the present time further comparative studies 6f beta and ,fission
r~coil effects are being made with isotopes UXl, U234,U235..

B~ Detection and Prevention of Radiation Damage- .- .-
One of the results of exposure to radiation is the development of

hypoplastic and aplastic anemias. Bone marrow severely damaged by radiation
may not recover sufficiently to maintain the organism. At the present time
continuous transfusions are necessa~y to keep persons with aplastic anemia
alive. Experiments were begun to study the transplantability of healthy
bone marrow in animals. It is hoped that transplanted bone marrow can 'be
n~de to take over the production of blood cells. Successful transplant~

of marrow were made into rat livers where they grew freely protected ~y a
layer of bone forming around them. 'Such animals were under observation for
more than a month.

In an effort to find suitable tests for oarly radiation effects, biood
clotting time is being studi!3d by the method of electrical resistance measure
ments of whole blo.od in conjunction with blood counts, prothrombin time
.determinations and several other hematological tests. Likewise the evaluation
of the neutral red staining cytoplasmic granules of lymphocytes described by
investigators at the Los Alamos project as a clinical measure of small amounts
of radiation damag~is b~ing carried out on groups of laboratory personnel
witQ adequate control groups being studied at the same tXffie.

A group of about 100 patients who have or had severe cases of leukemia
or polycythemia vera,were under observation for the tenth year. These patients
1').aye received radioactive phosphorus in therapeutic doses and they con'stitute
the oldest group in the United states ,treated at repeated intervals with
known doses of a radioactive isotope. So far no carcinogenic ~ffect of beta
radiation have been noted in this group•.

The carcinogenic effects of phosphorus beta irradiation fpr induction of
bone and skin tun~rs is being tested in a moderately large gro~p of animal~.

C. Metabolism and Determination of Certain Trace Elements.
,:+ i :

I
A technique is being developed to extend the biological uses of

radioactivity. By this method one is able to determine the supmicrosc6pic
amount of certain elements prosoid:, in a sample of tissue or tis,sue ash. One
irradiates the sample with a suitable particle beam, for example slow neutrons.
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By doing the radioactive chemical separation and ~easurem~nt of the
radioactivity of the isotopes desired it ispo~sible to calculate the amount
of' the element originally present in the sample~ nle sensitivity of this
method for the detection of some of the elements is vfry high. Using the
Hanford pile as little as 10-12 grams of'gold and 10- 0 grams of cobalt or
zinc may be measured with this technique. In view of the numerous trace
elements tnat have important biological function it is expected that the
method will find wide application.

The me~aDolism of cobalt is being studied by means of the five year
isotope, Co '. This element is of interest because of its action in inducing
polycythemia.

Radioactive Fe59 is being used to study distribution of iron in leukemic
mice and to tag the red cells in an effort to study radiation effects on
parabiotic rats. In a number of pairs of rats the red cells were found to
equilibrate within three hours .between pairs.. This method will be utilized
to study toxic substances produced in the Dlood by irradiation in one animal
and their effect on the othor -membor of tho pD.ir.•

Radiation effects are'studied on radio-resistant and radio~susceptible

strains of the bacterium E. coli. An effort is being made to understand the
reasons for the differences of radio-sensitivity between these two strains
of the same organisms. Already it is found that radio-sensitive bacteria
are more susceptible to heavy metal poisoning by gold than the radio-resistant
ones. The uptake of gold on the surface of these bacteria was measured by
means of tracer techniques and it. is found that the ratio of the density of the
gold in the bacteria to that in the suspension is 20 to 1.

New techniques have been developed for assay of radioactive isotopes of
materials in a ti.ssue or tis.sue ash. An improved, electroplating system is
used.. M.ethods have been perfected for uranium, gold, cobalt,. and iron.

A standardization of the measurement of tho-absolute disintegration
rates of radioactive samples has been undertaken. Three independent methods
are being compare~.

D. Adaptationof,jhe 18~" Cyclotron to the Study of.Il.adiation Effects
,. ~...' ~ - ...?

The LD50 dose of 90~OOOjOOO volt neutrons on wh~te mice has been
measured. The results were compared to ·the LD50 dose from a 180 kilowatt
x-ray machine,. The mice exposed to the high energy nep.tron beam were enclosed
by three inch slabs of paraffin, hence the radiation wpich was responsible
for the biological effects was made up in large part of secondary protons,
This .was done to simulate the conditions which would prevail if a man were
exposed to the beam. When the dosage rates were the sp,me".the LD50 dose of
neutrons (and protons) was the same as for x-rays... HOffever, .a marked dose
intensity factor wasfound--as the dosage rate is decreased the animals
tolerate very much larger amounts of radiation.
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/j A study of the biologice.1 effects of the neutron bonm is be~g rapidly
expanded to many different animal species., This is of considerable interest
t~ the health protection program.

E. Localization of Raqioact.i,,",eSubstances q;t .Sm2ii'ic, Points of thp Body.
(Partial support of the Atomic Energy Commission).

The problem of finding radioactive substances which can be made to
localize in specific tissues or at specific sites in the body is important.
Such methods are a necessary starting place for a general program to ascertain
the response of tissues to irradiation. Since there is a very complex
relationship between anyone tissue or organ and the rest of the body, only
selective tissue irradiation can give clues as to whether effects of irradiatio
are confined to the tissue irradiated or whether there are effects upon the
non-irradiated tissues. Such differentiation'of effects is a necessary part
of a study of biological effects of radiation.

Work on this project (par~ially or entirely supported by Atomic Energy
funds) has produced tho following substances which can be used for specific
tissue irradiation:

1. yttrium, lanthanum, zirconium, and uranium colloids which can be
used to irradiate liver and spleen selectively. The uranium colloid has
been a particular feature of this work because it perwits the study of the
biological effects of fission energy.

\
\ j 2. Radioactive yttrium colloids have been prepared which concentrate

s91ectively in the red marrow. Other radioactive compounds (strontium salts,
radium salts, and a fission products form of yttrium) ha~e beon found by
other investigators to concentrate in the bone substance, but this is the
first radioactive"compound which has been found which concentrates in the
red marrow itself. It may have particle usefulness as a method of effecting"
it-radiation of the marrow in the treatment of leukemia and polycythemia vera.,

3. A large amount of research has beon done on methods of effecting
specific localization in other tissues but no useful methods have yet be~n

developed which are of medical use. This work includes work with radioactive
tyrosine (C14 labeled) which as a,precurso~ of melanin was appare~t as a
possible method of concentrating radioactive carbon in the cells of the
malignant cancer,melanocarcinoma. High concontrations of radiocarbon have
been effected by tyrosine administration to mClanomatous animals, but at the
same time the adrenals and thyroid tissue have equal or higher concentrations.
Other substances which are related to melanin formation are being investigated.
Perhaps one of them, tryptophane or dopa, will be concontrated highly only
in this cancerous tissue. This work at the same time has added valuable
information on the biochemistry of melanin formation. '

It has boen found in a study of desoxyribose nucleic ac~d metabolism
that irradi~tion of the liver selectively produccsprofound changes in the
desoxyribose nucleic acid formation of other non-irradiated tissues in the
same animal,particularly in tumor tissue. Desoxyribosc nucl,cic acid is an
important factor for cell division and tissue growth_ Experi~entally~cancer
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growth can be prevented for a few weeks by this typo of liver,irradiation.
It is important to identify tho indicated biochemical substances which are
presumably formed or inhibited by this l,iver irradia.tion. The 'part of this
work and ,the radioactive materials used to effect liver irradiation were
supported by Atomic Energy funds. ' ," '. '

The specifically irrad~ated thyroid has beoh studied. This study of
effects of radioactive iodine upon the metabolism of iodine in tho thyroid
gland has been completed. The 'dosages necessary to inhibit various steps
in the formation and release of thyroxine havebeon deternuned and the '
following facts established: ' '

1. Thyr9id colloid is ve~ sensitive to ~rradiation from radioactive
iodine.,

2. Thyroxine is released from the irradiated thyroid before there is
any apparent decrease in the capacity of the gland to synthesize thyroxin.

3. Cellular damage (as manifested by subseqnent disappearance of
thyroid cells) is much more sensitive to the level of thyroid irrn.diation
than immediate biochemical changes in the capacity of the irradiated ~ells

to form and release thyroxine. Although immediate biochemical changes IDbv
not be marked with certain dose levels 6f radiation, the cells eventually
die from the effect of this irradiation.
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III.. Effeots of Body Irradiations '·from Internal
and Exte rnal Source s . •. .
~.- j,

Robert S. stone, M~ D.*

This project was originally set up at the University of Californ1a
Hospi tal and Medical School with the object of observing OVl3r long periods
of time the blood picture of patients being treated 'by total bo<;iy x-rays,.
The treatments were given fot therapeutic:purposes4 It was started in
1942 using x-ray machines as the source of radiations. In 194'$ tt -Was
extended to include the effeats on the blood of genera.! body radiatibns
coming from intravenously administered radiophosphorus, p32. In the same
year studies of the distribution of radio-iodine in the human body and of
the effects of the radiations from this localiZing element were commenced.

In all instances the radiations or radioa,cti.ve materials are given
to the patients with a reasonable expectation that there will be direct
benefit to the patient, either from therapeutic effects or from the infor
mation obtained relative to possible therapeutic procedures.

The project is divided into three parts, the first two of which are
closely related.

A. Hematological Effects of Total Body Irradiation from External Sources .•
E.V.A. Low-Beer, M. D., in oharge.

B. Hematological Effects of General Body Irradiation from Internal Sources.
B.V.A. LOW-Beer, M. D., in oharge.

C. Metabolism and Effects of Radio-Iodine. Earl R. Miller, M. D., in
charge.

A. Hematological Effects of Total Body· Irradiation from External Sources,

L Apparatus and Method of Irradiation. The apparatus used consisted
of three x-ray machines 'producing x-rays of 100,200 a.nd 1000 kilovolts
maximum.•

The patients were placed about 3 meters from the x-ray t\lbe targets
in suoh a way that the entire body was irradiated at one time ~ and all
parts of the surface facing the target we.re exposed to about the same
intensi ty.. Anterior and pos terior surfaces were alternated daily,.

The daily exposures were mainly 10 , 15, or 20 roentgens, but some 5 and
some 50 roentgen exposures were given.. The exposures were measured on the
surface of the body.

- - - - -'- - .. ~ - .. - .. - - - -- - .- .- ~ - - - - - .,. - - .~ ,- -- ..
* Work performed at the University of Californi.a Medical School in

San !"rancisco.
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The rate of exposure was about 3 r per minute.

The total exposures varied from 100 to 300 roentgens, the majority
be ing 300, given in 15 to 30 days .•

2. Experimental Subjects. The patients selected for this study were
those for whom total body irradiation was indicated, but who had relatively
normal blood pictures at the start. Most of them had arthritis of the
spine.

During 1947 no new cases were given such irradiatJon, but observations
were. continued on 9 of those who had, been treated in previous years. Three
have been followed for about 3.8 years, 3 for about 2.5 years and 3 for about
1 year sihce the onset of exposure.

3., Laboratory.Procedures. The following laboratory procedures were
done at varying iritervals. The .aim was to do items (a) and (g) at least
once per month. During 1947, 345 individual procedures were performed.

(a) Total red blood cell counts.
(b) Hemoglobin per 100 cc.
( c) T'otal whi te b 10 od ce 11 counts.
(d) Differenti~l and absolute white blood cell element counts~
(e) Lobation studies on the poly~orphonuclear cells.
(f) Red blood cell size determination.
(g) Platelet counts.
(h) Prothrombin concentration determination~
(i) Sedimentation rate measurement.
(j) Icta~icindex measurement.
(k) Hematocrit measurement.
(1) Blood,cholesterol measurement.

4. Observations. The immediate responses to the irradiation are in
the reports for previous years. During 1947 the following findings were
observed~

(a) The red blood ceU oo~nts whioh had tended to. be low 200
days after, treatment in some patients appeared to fluctuate within the
normal limits at these later intervals.

(b) The hemoglobin concentr~tion which tended to incr6Qse between
100 and 300. days after irradlation was found to be· above normal in 4 of the
9 patients. ,

(c,) The total ,whi t!;l blood counts l,lUving deere-used immediately
follOWing the irradi.ation were relatively normal during 1947.

(d) The number of lymphocytes had returned to normal.

(e) The lobution i.ndices in all Oases had returned to normal.
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(f) All the other studies showed normal findings.

(g). The irradiation appeared not to have affected the general
health of the patients~

5. General Conclusions.

(a) A decr,ease in the number of polymorphonuclears and in th~

number of lobes of the nuclei follows soon af§er irradiation of' these
quantities and qualities given. but these changes do not persist.,

,(b) The total number of lymphocytes decre$.ses very soon after
starting the irradiation. but returns to normal in a few'months.

(c) The monocytes show the gre::"test variation in numbers, a
relatively great increase occurring during the treatment period in m~y

patients ~

(d) f macrocytic anemia of mild degree develops a few months after
the irradiation with x-rays. but it disappears later.

B. Hematological Effects of Tote,l Body, ~:rr~diation from Internal Sources.

1. Procedure. Radiophosphorus in a solution of disodiura hydrogen
phosphate was given intravenously at an average r!3.te of 2 mc pe l' week. 'the
total doses varied from 3.5 to 8 millicuries. Two patients were given 2
doses; 2. 3 doses; 12. 4 doses; and.l. 5 doses.

2 ~ Experimental Subjects. The. patients were se lected in the same
way as for the irradiation wi 'th x-rays. There were 17 patients treated
from January to October 1947. They made a total of 255 visits to the
laboratory'.,

3. Laboratory Procedures. The same laboratory procedures were per
formed on these patients as described under A ~Jove. A tota+ of 2013
such te~ts were run.,

4. Observations. It is to be noted that these patients are now
being observ,ed for their early responses, the largest period of observa
tion being S22: days, while the x-ray treated patients are being followed
now for lste changes. Only the positive findings are reoorded qere.

ea) The total red.blood cell counts, total white blood cell
counts and the hemoglobin concentrations show some transitory fluctua
tions beyond the physiological limits.

(b) The platelet counts frequently dropped below the nor~al

limi ts. but in every instance returned to normal. This finding; w$.S '
striking and much more marked than in 'the patients treated wi th x-rays.

(c) The prothrombin values decreased considerably in several
cases. Such changes were not observed after irradiation with x-rays.
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(d) All the other tests showed no change beyond the physio
logical limits.

C. Metabolism and Effects of Radio-Iodine.

The primary purpose of this part of the program is to determine the
distribution,excretion~and radiation effects of radio-iodine in humans and
animals. The thyroid is known to have a great affinity for iodine. The
studies So far have been directed toward the thyroid. All 1131 has been
administered by mouth.

1. Apparatus.

(a) Shielded Geiger-Muller counters for gamma ray measurement.

(b) Unshielded Geiger-Muller counters for beta ray measurement.

(c) Lauritsen electroscope.

2 •.Method ~tProcedure:. The radio-iodine, r131 • was administered
orally and tfie follOWing procedures carried out.

(a) Determination of the amount of ~131 in- the thyroid as a
function of time over a 2 to 7 day period by the use of gamma counters and
electroscopes.. Measurements are made over the thigh to determine the
background in a tissue about the same size as the neck but containing no
thyroid.. The excess radiation measured from the neck is assumed to come
from the· thyroid gland.. The radiation from the thyroid is calibrated by
means of measuring the radiation from known amount of the stock solution
of r131 placed in bottles nearly the size and shape of the thyroid and
measured under the same conditions as the measurements of patients are
made.

( b)
as a function
in containers
and by direct

Determination of the amount of !~3l excretion in the urine
of time usually over a 48 hour period. The urine is bottled
the sam~ she and shape as known amounts of the stock ablution
oomparison the amouflt of iodine in them can be determined.•

(c) Determination of the distribution of the r131 in the thyroid
by radio-autographs of excised specimens.

The following additional studies have been made.

(d) Comparison of th~ results of measurements in vivo and in
vi tro on exoised specimens, in order to check the method.

(e) Study of the effeot of shielding., distance, thyroid size
(by using bottles of different sizes) .•

. (f) Study of effioiel1cy and aocuracy of coun.ter versus eleotro-
scope methods of determining .uptake and excretion of 1131•
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3. Experimental SUbjects. Patients have been studied who had the
following oonaitions of their thyroid glands.

Normal thyroid funotion
Hyperthyroid
Hypothyroid
Thyroidi tis
Neoplasms (malignant)

,11
50

4
7

22
--gr

)

4. ylinical Studies. The following preliminary clinical studies .
were carried out on these patients by the medioal staff {)£ the hospi tal ~

(a) History, physical examination, routine laboratory work.

(b) Careful estimation of thyroid size.

(c) Basal metabolic rates.

(~) Cholesterol and protein-bound iodine content of the blood.

Follow-up studies usua~ly at monthly intervals are carried out~ These
include the repetition of the preliminary studies.

5. .Typical Dosage and Procedure Schedule.

(a) For tracer study: 100 - 250 microcuries r131 administered
in the morning. Thyroid uptake studies twice the first day, three times
the second day, ana once the third day. Where possible, once more at the
end of a week. Urinary excretion levels determined in four 12 hour samples
or in all individual voidings.

(b) For therapy study ( in cases having hyperthyroidism): 1 - 4
mc r131 administered in the morning. The rest of the schedule exactly as
above.

(c) For study of cases to be operated upon; These are as above
with the addition of determination of the amount of iodine in the removed
specimen and estimation of the weight of the gland remaining. This is
followed by radio-autography.

(d) For study of case's with malignant tumors of the thyroid:
usually 2 mo are given by mouth. The procedure is as for other tracer
stUdies. Clinical and radiographic search for metastases is made. Local
counter measurements are made over any area suspected of being involved
in metastatic tumor. A biopsy or more radicalramoval of some of the tumor
is carried out and this is handled as in (0) above .•
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6. Results.

(a) A method of determining thyroid uptake and urinary
excretion of orally administered r131 has been worked out ...

UCRL-14

\

)

(b) The percentage uptake of iodine in the gland is independent
of the size of the dose.

( c) When the metabolism of a patient is high due to hyper
thyroidism, then almost all of the. administered iodine can be accounted
for by maasuri,ng thyroid uptake and urinary excretion .. When the metabolism
is normal then a variable amount of the administered iodine cart not be
accounted for by carrying out these two measurements.

(d) Rough, direct correlations between clinical evidence of
activity of the thyroid and of the percent uptake of the administered
iodine have been observed. Attempts at detailed correlation between per
cent uptake of the iodine with 1) clinical, chemical, and histologic&l .
evidence ·of normalcy or disease and 2) gland size has lead to no useful

.resul t to date.

(e) Hyperthyroid patients have to.lerated single doses of 2 mc
and total doses up to 12 mc.

(f) In patients with as much as I me of 1131 in the thyroid,
tenderness of the gland, elevation of the sedimentation rate, and increase
in the prote in-bound iodine in the blood is observed.

(g) Preliminary animal e:lCpedments with high doses of radio
iodine (up to 4 me 1131 per pound of' rabbit) have shown histological
evidehce of tracheal kidney and liver damage.

(h) Inhomogeneity of the distribution of the iodine in the
thyroid and the inability to accurately determine thyroid size in vivo
continue to be stumbling blocks in determining exactly how much radiation
the thyroid receives even though the amount of radio-il,)dinein the gland
is accurately known.

(i) Two carcinomata of the thyroid in our seri-es have taken
up sufficient iodine so that treatment of the disease is contemplated
by administ~ation of large d06es of radio-iodine. Most ~arcinomata of
the tpyroid do not take up sufficient iodine to make this approach reason
able.

(j) ~10derate Graves' disease is satisfactorily controllable by
the administration of a proper dose of I 31. Prediction of the required
dose is not y'.)t possible. from our data.

(k) Thyroids showing evidence of thyroiditis have uniformly
taken up practically no r131 •
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IV. PersonnelProtection
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... Four important advances have been made in the chemical section of
pe:i:'~onnel protection during the year •

. 1. Adopt~onofa.No;-ContaminationPolicr. Thea,doptiot:l of a !12.
qohteminatic:J, pOlicy was the result of the success a~tained in confining
work with radi~actiV~material to closed spaces. ·St~rt-ing with.the diffi
cUlt problems presented in the close handling of activities up to one curie,
certain techniques developed which ShowE;jdpromiseof enabling chemists to
car:r:~ out any chemicalp:rocess in a closed $pace~ . ;

I

This might appear an extreme riiea~ure; incase$where :the 1}fork involves
onlY.,tracer. amounts cfactivity.: Alt;how~h therE3.~ay be considered no health
Ha~afd presen~~ cpnt~fuin~tionwould d~finitely ~~tltice the accuta~y bf the
results, it ndt completely eliminate the value df the ex~eriment.

Although it will be some.timebefore eouipment ahtl techniques a~e
available.to make this policy very extensive, progress has been made during
the last year, .and Ultimately it is hoped that all active material will be

\, .,handled in· closed containers and spaces with "no contamination" ~ .
/

. 2~. sUCc~sSful Development ofI,ead Cave and Gloved Boxes and of Accom
eanying'Rerilote Control Devices. Among the equipment developed along the·
lines just discussed, a "cave" with a minimum of six-inch lead shielding
was built'. This cave was provided with a horizontal viewing device, which
proved much more satisfactory to the workers than the overhead mirror or
periscope systems used previously. The equipment is set up in individual
laboratories and moved into the shielded cave where the active material is
added. Thus, the cave is in use only during the actual time required for
the experiment.

The gloved boxes have gone through a testing period and can'now be furw

n:ished' for almost any chemical prbc'ess such as those requiring a. centrifuge,
columms, induction heating and micro-manipulation with miQroscope.

. A psychological problem exists with chemists who hav~ long pursued
their' problems from minute to minute developing equipment as required. It
has been di:f'.f'ioult to show them that an over-all planning pefore starting
the process increases efficiency and safety and will p:rove more satisfac
tory in the end. Planning has proved to be successful, however, especially
with those chemists under D~> Seaborg) who have,'don~ extettsive work with
radioactivity. . . , . .

\
/

3. satisfactory TeChnique for Active, Waste Disposal. Active waste
disposal has been a problem in many communities, but at the Radiation
Laboratory the solution has proven fairly simple and certainly seems to

),
'j
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provide a safe disposition. ,Active waste material is mixed with cement
so that a large part is bonded to the cement particles •. The cement-filled
drums and indivi(lUE1J.;cement blocks, where such are necessary, are dumped
miles out at sea. It is difficult to imagine a 'process whereby the slow
disintegration of the cement can release enough activity over any decade
to increase the radioactive background in the sea or in living organisms
to'a troublesome, mUch less a dangerous, level. Should the blocks sink
into the silt arid be covered further, it is prob&ble that .the activity will
nevet be released. ,This disposal system may well be the answer to the prob- .
lem in other loc~lities since the concrete blocks can be transported by

. I'
truck or rail w~th safety ~

4. ~if:tca.tidri of Res, onsibiliti~s' Ove' -AI He 1 'p:r.Q ram.
It is felt that considerable progress has beenma,de n the past year in
clarifying the responsibilities in the Health t>rdgram, Alth6ugh.~heispeci

fications for ,tolerances in activity hazards couid be specified by the
Medical Laboratories, once these are set the design and maintenance of
these standards is a technical problem to be solved by architects, engin
eers, physicists and chemists. The meclicalapproach to the health problem
seems fairly well defined as to the problem of shielding accelerating
machines. This latter group is properly a physics problem with its pe
culiar radiation hazards, which cease when the machine is'turned off.
There may remain, however, activity from some chemical substances such as
the' target or some part of the machine which then becomes a Heaith Chemis
try problem. A division of these responsibilities has been made during the
last year ahdthe indications are that it has resulted in greater success
in dealing with the problems'. The Health Chemistry group, whose activities
are covered in this report, how have the following functions to perform,
in every case acting as ~ service group to the Project:

a. Maintain complete pertinent records concerning active
isotooes.

b: Monitor hands, feet, and air in special cases.

,c. Monitor personnel and laboratories with instrumentsJ

badges, and other detecting devices.

d. ~Jaintain protective equipment and clothing to be issued.

e•. Decontaminate. equipment and areas.

:~ Launder active clothing, removing contamination before
going to regular laundry.

g. Receive, transport, store, or dispose of active material
as required.

, . .

h., Conduct research and develop chemical equipment and pro
cesses to enable carrying out the desired chemical work in safety.
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B. Physics Section

.~. J •. Moyer

L Personnol Monitoring Progr,am. During this period the facilities and
staff for operating the film badge and pocket dosimeter program have been
developed. At tho presont time there are in servic.o 450 film badges which
are measured and renewed weekly. This numbor does not cover the office
workers and shop mon who are remote from radiating machines. Coverage is.,
to be extended to lncludo all hill workers as soon as badgos in SUfficient
qu.antityarrive. Also in regular ~orvice are 50 gamma-ray pocket chambers'

~ (dosimeters) Which are worn by cyclotron crew members, experimenters and
certain other Persons whose regular duties bring them in the vicinity of
radiating machines.

Betwoen 90 mId 100 quartz-fiber pocket electroscopes are available
for use by the same group mentioned in tho preceding paragraph. These provide
them with a running account of dosage and a check against the film badge and
pocket chamber.

For slow noutron exposure records 68 boron. linod pocket chambers have bG8lJ
calibrated and are about to be placed in service on tho crew members of the
l84-inch' and 60·-inch cyclotrons.

Radiation field monitoring is performed whenever anew condition of
operation or shielding occurs in order to evaluato any hazards and to pro
vide information to guide steps takon to eliminate them. In particular the
radiation fields of the cyclotron dm:'ing the progress of its shielding
construction have been closely followed. Th3 i~ray field from the linear
accolerator has boen studied currently as the machine has been brought into
operation. Necessary lGad shielding to permit safe operation has been in
stalled by the linoar accelerator staff.

2. Studiasof Energy Absorption from the Neutron Beam of the l84~inch

Cyclotron. (Work tobo publis"iiod-by R. Loevinger) .In an effort to
measure the radiation dosage received by animal tissue in tho very high
energy neutron beam, experiments were performed leading to tho evaluation
of coofficionts XH' X', and Xo which describe tho contributions per atom
of hydrogen, carbon, ~nd oxygen, respectively, in the absorption of ener~y
from the beam. It was assumed that enorey absorbed could be measured by .
ionizat ion produced, hence thoexJ;l0riments employed tho' Bragg-Gray cavity
principle at dopths in organic materials where equilibrium between primary
and secondary radiation obtained. In Qrder to. boo sure of satisfying the
condit.ions for validity of tho cavity principle, observations were made with
an extrapolation chamber imbedded i,rl a plastic medium. These observations
indicated the size of cavity which allowed the cavity principle to apply.,
The physical radiation dosage (rep) for an arbitrary compound of H, C, and
o can bo estimated from knOWledge of the coefficients if tho intonsity of
the 'neutron beam is known. With neutron beams currently in usa this dosage
is of tho order of ?O rop!hr at a distance of 50 feet from a Be target when
the n2 boam current is about 0.5 microampere. The fastnoutron flux q.ensity
at this level is about 106 cm·2 80c- l •
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3, Studios of, Shielding'against Fast NeUtrons ~ .. MoasurOments, of .absorp
tion coefficients for various materials used asalabs in a ,broad fast
neutron beam have been made t using ionization chambors as detectors. Stud
ies of this type with concreto absorbers havQcont'ributod 'to understanding
and planning thG final shieldin~to be provided for tho cyclotron.

Absorption curves for various materials st:udied, showing transition
effects followed b~ exponential attenuation t 'hnve been described by Moyor t

Hildebrand~ et ale

The absorption of the primary fast neutron radiation in concrete
shows a half-value thickness of 9 1/2 inchos.

Measurements of slow neutron flux density in the rive-foot concreto
shielding as a tunction of depth; in regions not irradiatod by the primary
neutron beam from tho target, have given absorption curves displaying a'
tlaraer.ing action upen tho noutron flux penotrating tho walls. Tho s~ow
rtoutron3flux2densitywithin~ concret,e falls f~oin abc:>Ut 2x106 cm,,:"2soc-l
to 5Xl~ em- sec· . in tho portions of shielding ~nvestigated. This pextains
to a D beam of about 1 microampere at the target,

4. Anj~aiStudies. StUdies of the lethal action of the fast neutron
beam upon rats and mice have begun' during this year. Statistics are not yet
conclusiVe enough to justify reporting results.




